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Commission
Favors Legalizing
Gay Marriages

December 1995

World AIDS Day Memphis
Set for Nov. 30
"To see the stars instead of the
night" is the theme of a community—
wide gathering on the eve of World
AIDS Day, Thurs., Nov. 30.
— This event, sponsored by First
Congregational Church, will be an
evening to share songs of hope,
words of compassion and stories of
courage. It will be
held at 7:00 p.m. in
the sanctuary of
Temple Israel, 1376
East Massey Road.
The Memphis
Civic Orchestra, the
Roxie Gunter Sing—
—ers, Project: Motion,__
Cantor
John *~~"
Kaplan, and Linda
Kaplan and the First
Congregational
Handbell Choir will be featured on
the evening‘s program. ©
This year‘s event focuses on the
experiences of individuals and fami—
lies affected by AIDS. Featured
speakers include Randy Houston,
Kevin Jones and Anita Lambert.
Quilt panels, made in memory of
individuals who have died. with
AIDS in the last year, will be dedi—
cated and displayed that evening.
These panels will then be sent on to
the NAMES Project for inclusion in
the AIDS Quilt.
Inspired by the folk art traditions
of quilting and sewing bees, the
NAMES Project Quilt has become
an international symbol in the fight
against AIDS. The Quilt now in—
cludes well over 25,000 panels. Each
panel represents a person who has
died of AIDS. First displayed in
October, 1987, the quilt has toured
America and the world over the last
8 years. Assembled today in one
place, it would cover 16 acres or 15
football fields.
"This is a time to gather in a spirit
of compassion and hope to support
those who live with this disease and
to prevent the spread of HIV. AIDS

affects all of us. On World AIDS
Day, we will join millions of people
around the world as we come to—
gether, united by our love and con—
cern," says Rev. Cheryl Cornish,
pastor of First Congregational
Church.
World AIDS Day began on Dec.
1, 1988. It was orga—
nized by the World
Health Organization
to encourage gov—
ernments, commu—
nities and indi—
viduals to talk about
AIDS.
Canned goods
evening for the
Friends for Life
Food Pantry.
Endorsers for this event include:
Temple Israel, Everygreen Presby—
terian Church, Friends for Life AIDS
Resource Center, Mid—South Peace
and Justice Center, Aloysius Home,
Memphis Afea RAIN (Regional
AIDS Interfaith Network), Church
Health Center, Meristem, Holy Trin—
ity Community Church, The Hemo—
philia Foundation, Neshoba
Unitarian Universalist Church, St.
Therese—Little Flower Catholic
Church, Memphis Area P—FLAG,
Trinity Hospice and others. For more
information, contact First Congrega—
tional Church , 278—6786.
In Nashville, there will be a World
AIDS Day Rally on Sat. Dec. 2 at the
War Memorial Plaza (formerly Leg—
islative Plaza) in dowtown Nashville
with a "First Person Vigil" from 2—5
p.m. and a Candlelight Vigil at 9:00.
In conjunction with the rally, the
Tennessee State Museum is hosting a
display of a portion of the NAMES
Project AIDS Memorial Quilt from
Nov. 30—Dec. 2
Organizers are asking participants
to bring a pair of shoes to symbolize
someone who has died from AIDS for
placement on a steps of the capitol.

A fixer—upper table decoration made for Linda Sowell‘s table (ofSowell and
Co.)shown here with Sowell realtor Steve Solomon.
Photo by Jeff Hall

Conference Gets Complaints
About Gay Panel Despite No—Show
panel wasareinappropriate.
CHATTANOOGA,
Tenn. (AP) the"There
would say we are trying to condone
some
things
in
our
—ApanelofGay
teensexpectedto
or endorse or promote this lifestyle
world things
that arein right
and there
are
tell
a stateaboutconference
of welfare
because we have this panel. It‘s just
some
our
world
that
are
workers
the
problems
they
narrow. There‘s no compassion.
wrong,"
said
one
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Sen.
face
caused
quite
an
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even
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David was
Fowler,a concern,
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Members
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PhilAcord,chairmanoftheTen—
Nov.
17
at
a
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sexual behavior could be changed.
meeting
oftheWelfare.
TennesseeConfer— . nesseeCommissiononChildrenand
Other panel topics Included youth
Youth,saidthepanel‘spurposewas
—
«enceEvenon Social
what kinds of problems the
though the received
teens didn‘t
tend,theconference
numer—at— toteenshearfaced.
ouscomplaintsfrompeoplewho felt "It distresses me that people
Drug Fig hts AIDS Virus
Sucessfully in Monkeys
thejournalScience,TsaicallsPMPA
By LaurenPress
Neergaard
promisingcandidateyetto
Associated
Writer thehelpmost
people
ward off the AIDS vi—
rus.
WASHINGTON(AP)—People "Such complete protection with
exposedtotheAIDSvirushaveonly
toxicity is unprecedented in"the
onedrugto
try toward
offinfection "nomonkey
model of AIDS and sug—
—and
i
t
seldom
works.Nowscien—.
gests a potential role for PMPA in
tistshavean
excitingnewcandidate,
health care workers or others acci—
anexperimental
medicinethatcom—
dentally. exposed to the virus,"
pletely
protected
monkeys
in
the
agreed AIDS expert Dr. Anthony
sameOnesituation.
Fauci of the National Institutes of
of
the
nation‘s
top
AIDS
Health.
expertscalledthediscovery"unprec—
Health care workers.are at risk of
edented,"
and
the
drug‘s
manufac—
catching HIV, the AIDS virus, from
turerispreparingtotestthemedicine
needle—sticks or tainted
in people
next way
year.from a monkey accidental
blood. Now when these people real—
It‘s
a
long
ize they were exposed to HIV, they
drug to one that will help people,
take the drug AZT — but it often
cautionedchiefresearcherDr.
Che—
to protect them.
Chung
Tsai Regional
of the University
of failsPMPA
is a chemical very simi—
Washington
PrimateCen—
ter. Still, in the Nov. 17 edition of lar to AZT. Both attack the AIDS
State

gang.“ domes!

éay een paneldfdnfc‘“?
attend. Attempts to reach members
Nov. 16 were unsuccessful.
knew why the

virus by blocking a key protein it
needs to reproduce. But while AZT
must wait to be turned on to begin
fighting the virus, PMPA can start
waging war immediately, and it is
100 times less toxic than AZT.
This type of drug is called a
nucleotide analog, and no such
medicine is yet on the market.
To see how well it worked, Tsai
gave 35 monkeys 100 percent infec—
tious doses of SIV, the primate ver—
sion of HIV. Fifteen monkeys got
injections of PMPA 48 hours before
they were exposed to AIDS, five got
PMPA shots four hours after they
were exposed and another five were
treated 24 hours later. They all re—
ceived PMPA intravenously for four
weeks.
Eight/imonths later, none ofthe
See Monkey Drug on page 30
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HONOLULU (AP) — A draft
report being written by a state com—
mission calls on the Legislature to
legalize Gay marriages.
The report will also include a
"domestic partnership" option if
lawmakers decide against legalizing
same—sex marriages. The option
would basically grant Gay couples
who enter into a partnership the same
rights enjoyed by married opposite—
sex couples.
Details of the draft report were
discussed Nov. 16 by five of the
seven members of the Commission
on Sexual Orientation and the Law.
The five, led by chairman Tom
Gill, expect a dissenting opinion
from the other two commissioners.
The report will be submitted to
lawmakers during the Legislative
session, which begins in January.
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Opinions expressed in editorials and

We

Give Thanks
By Allen Cook
TJN Co—Editor

Around this time of year we all get a little
Pollyanna complex looking back over the
year‘s accomplishments and giving thanks.
When the world itself seems to be falling
apart, what do we have to be thankful for?
Believe it or not, theres a lot.
We can be thankful for the many AIDS
organizations in our city and the fact that
~ despite individual problems, most of them
are funded fairly well. That, of course,
doesn‘t mean that there are no unmet
needs— there are. But considering where we

Gay and Lesbian Community Center at
which people can socialize, intellectualize
and work in a supportive environment that
promotes self—esteem. We can also be thank—
ful that the whole ceiling of the community
center did not fall after its roof leaked re—

commentaries are those of the authors
ful to have them around.
We can be thankful for Meristem, that
beacon of light on Cooper St. Through its
books and music, its sponsoring of presen—
tations and performances, and the warm and
friendly atmosphere you find there, Audrey
May and her staff have almost single—

We wish we could be thankful for legis—
lation which would protect Gay or Lesbian
parents from laws which endanger their pa—
rental rights.
We wish we could be thankful for a Su—
preme Court with the balls to rule unequivo—
cally on a Gay—rights issue.
We wish we could be thankful for more
people who don‘t try to impose their "fam—

cently.
We can be thankful for the many organi—
zations which seek to address the needs of
handledly created community there.
the Gay and Lesbian Community. Organi—
We can be thankful that in a city of arch—
zations like the Lambda Center with its 12— —
our lot is not a difficult one.
conservatives,
ily values" on us.
step programs, The Wellness Center of Holy
our
in
harassment
police
see
we
do
Rarely
We wish we could be thankful for fewer
Trinity Community Church, and the very
overt
no
be
to
seem
There
and alcohol problems in our own com—
community.
drugs
active chapter of Parents and Friends of Les—
of our organizations
existence
the
to
threats
munity.
bians and Gays (P—FLAG).
and businesses. Be thankful for the "live and
We wish we could be thankful for the
We can be thankful for the many Gay and
could be, it‘s a blessing.
Les—
or
non—Gay
let live" attitude of most
military having a more open attitude toward
Lesbian business owners and those who
We can be thankful for the Gay commu—
bian Memphians.
the value of Gays and Lesbians in their ranks.
choose to solicit our business — notjust the
nity and its incredible diversity. Twenty—five
_
of
generosity
the
for
thankful
be
can
We
We wish we could be thankful for more
bar owners (although there is a lot to be said —
years ago when I came out, there were a
those
helping
in
just
only
not
,
community
our
willing to stand up for their rights
people
of them) but also the realtors, the insurance
handful of social organizations and the
who
those
also
but
y,
communit
think "it‘s the other guy‘s battle."
our
than
within
rather
people, the travel agents, theflorists, the in—.
Memphis Gay Coalition. Many of those or—
On almost every week—
it.
outside
we could be thankful for more
fall
wish
also
We
terior designers, and on and on.
ganizations (including the Coalition) are now
some—
someone
find
you‘ll
people of color within the Gay
year,
of
the
e
of
end
acceptanc
We can be thankful for the drag queens.
— gone. However, in their place have sprung
it
of
wonder
and Lesbian community.
where doing a benefit. And the
Say what you will, drag queens have been
up a host of new organizations. Our city can
successful. Be thank—
very
are
most
that
is
all
And lastly, we wish we could be thank—
have
and
ent
at the forefront of our movem
boast Gay and Lesbian groups for almost
ful we care.
ful for the ability to live our lives with com—
taken more crap than any other single group
any conceiveable cause or activity — from
can
we
things
the
of
care
taken
Having
plete candor without the fear of rejection,
within our ranks. In addition, they have
a men‘s chorus to a square dance group, from
we
things
the
to
move
we
for,
violence or loss of jobs.
thankful
be
raised more money for more causes than you
three Gay and Lesbian churches to the Mem—
for.
thankful
be
could
we
wish
So while we in fact have much to be
it might take
phis Transgender Alliance, from the would think possible. While
legis—
for
thankful
be
could
we
wish
for, there are still areas which need
We
thankful
an act of Congress to get me into a dress, I
Women‘s Action Coalition to a co—ed soft—
us
give
to
us
of
enough
think
who
ent. Together we have made vast
lators
improvem
salute them for the perseverance, their in—
ball team.
from
enough respect to remove "sodomy"
strides over the years. Each step may have
tegrity, and their caring. We can all be thank—
We can be thankful that our city has a
Tennessee‘s misdemeanor list.
seemed minuscule at the time, but collec—
the
for
thankful
be
could
We wish we
tively those small steps have taken us a long
groups
Lesbian
and
anti—Gay
such
of
way. Unfortunately, there‘s still a way togo. yea credli
demise
such as The Eagle‘s Forum, F.L.A.R.E., and
*
the Christian Coalition.
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Medicaid

Linked to Higher Death

By Malcom Ritter
AP Science Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — AIDS pa—
tients hospitalized for what looks
like a common HIV—related pneu—
monia are far more likely to die in
the hospital if they‘re using Medic—
aid rather than private insurance, a
study says.
If budget cuts contemplated for
Cross Dresser
Running for
Mayor of Desert

Medicaid take effect, "this will only
get worse," said researcher Dr.
Charles Bennett. ~
The study involved 890 patients
from 56 hospitals in Chicago, Los
Angeles and Miami. After taking
differences in patient demographics,
illness severity and hospital charac—
teristics into account, it found that
the Medicaid patients were 73 per—
cent more likely to die in the hospi—
tal than were patients with private
insurance.
The Medicaid patients were
about 40 percent less likely to re—
ceive a definitive test to see if—they

really

had

Rate in

pneumocystis

carinii

pneumonia, called PCP, Bennett and
co—authors report.
As a result, they ran a higher risk
of being treated for PCP
tually

having

while ac—

a different cause

their symptoms,

of

Hospitalized

laboratory analysis. Low Medicai
d
reimbursement

rates

bronchoscopy

explain

Researchers cited a 1990 paper

treat their real disease may explain

received

viral or bacterial

infections can cause symptoms that
mimic PCP, he said.
The

diagnostic

bronchoscopy,
inserted
sample

into

a

in

test

which

lung

to

is
a

called
tube

recover

of tissue or lung fluid

is
a

for

why

often, Bennett said.

reporting

Tuberculosis and

may

for

Medicaid patients got this test
less

and the failure to

their higher death rate, Bennett said.

PWAs

that

New

$700

York doctors

for

doing

a

bronchoscopy on a patient with
private insurance vs. $70 for a
Medicaid patient. The new PCP
study used hospital records from
1987 to 1990.
Bennett is an associate profes—
sor of medicine at the Northwest—
ern University Medical School and

senior research associate at the
Lakeside Veterans Affairs Hospi—
tal in Chicago.
The study is published in the
November issue of the American
Journal ofRespiratory and Criti—
cal Care Medicine.
"The decision not to perform a
diagnostic procedure, the results of
which may influence survival, is
unconscionable," Dr. Philip

Hopewell, president—elect of the
American Thoracic Society, the
medical section of the American
Lung Association, said in a state—
ment.

Resort
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Kitty
Cole, a 6—foot—5 former modeling
agent who likes to wear women‘s
clothes, could make a case for being
the conservative candidate in the
Palm Springs mayor‘s race.
He thinks the desert resort should
get back to basics.
"I want to make Palm Springs the
playground for the mobsters and
movie stars it was intended to be,"
said Cole, who considers himself
among the front—runners in the field
of nine.
The 26—year—old, self—described
drag queen wants to reverse years
of family—oriented tourist marketing
under past mayors like Sonny Bono,
the former entertainer now in Con—
gress.
His more eye—catching proposals
include marking no—parking zones
with red or gold glitter and sponsor—
ing celebrity croquet tournaments on
city golf courses.
He also would reopen the desert
resort 100 miles east of Los Ange—
les to college spring break revelers,
. declared" unwelcome because of
complaints about vandalism, drink—
ing and public nudity.
But the bulk of Cole‘s platform
for the nonpartisan election is more
mainstream.
He wants to speed up the city
bureaucracy, loosen sign regula—
tions, boost the city‘s ad image and
ease regulations for sidewalk cafes
and street vendors. He also proposes
putting abandoned buildings to use
as youth and music centers.
Other candidates include archi—
tect and city Councilman Will
Kleindienst; consultant and former
Councilwoman Joy Schlendorf, who
used to run Bono‘s local congres—
sional office, and Councilwoman
Deyna Hodges, a local business—
woman.
Cole‘s platform doesn‘t address
alternative lifestyles, though he‘s not
bashful about his own collection of
designer fashions.
Contributions to his campaign
included a couple of $3,000 wigs
"I‘m all—natural," he said. "I don‘t
wear pads, don‘t wear pantyhose. I
don‘t have a hair on my body. God
created that for me."
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Nat‘l Gay and

DETROIT (AP) — Gay and Les—
bian leaders said that they plan a
major push to legalize same—gender
marriages, despite a hostile political
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The
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The issue is expected to be thrust
into the news again next year when
a trial is scheduled in Hawaii over
whether the state has a compelling
interest to keep same—sex couples
from marrying.
Craig said legal experts agree that

climate and some disagreement
within their own ranks.
"The bottom line is, we don‘t
have a choice about the timing," said
Amelia Craig, an attorney and ex—
ecutive director of Gay and Lesbian
Advocates and Defenders in Boston.

By Sandra A. Svoboda
Associated Press Writer
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By Peter Jackson
Associated Press Writer

Lawmakers approved a Gay—
rights bill in 1993, but it was vetoed
by then—Gov. John R. McKernan.
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — Ad—
Gov. Angus King, who actively op—
vocates and opponents of a state
posed the referendum, has said he
Gay—rights law weighed their op—
would sign the bill if it reaches his
tions Nov. 8, after a slim majority of desk.
Maine voters refused to ban anti—dis—
"It‘s too early to tell" whether the
crimination protection for homo—
Gay—rights bill will be presented next
sexuals.
year, said Sen. Dale McCormick, D—
But the debate over the signifi—
Hallowell, the bill‘s prospective
cance of the vote remained anything
sponsor, who said supporters must
but settled in the hazy aftermath of analyze the situation more closely.
returns showing the referendum plan
A leader of the pro—referendum
being rejected by 53 percent of the
forces said the vote did not repre—
vote.
sent a popular mandate for a Gay—
National Gay—rights leaders were
rights law. Carolyn Cosby noted that
quick to hail the outcome as a step
Maine Won‘t Discriminate, the coa—
forward in the two—decade—old fight
lition that led a million—dollar drive
for homosexual rights and a major | against the referendum, stressed re—
setback for "radical right" activists
peatedly during the campaign that
seeking to block that effort.
the plan would affect not only ho—
"Now we look to the future,"said
mosexuals but groups such as hunt—
the, National Gay & Lesbian Task
ers and veterans.
Force. "The victory ... offers us a tre—
"They widened the issue," said
mendous potential to seize the mo—
Cosby, whose Concerned Maine
mentum and pass a statewide
Families group spearheaded the ref—
non—discrimination law in Maine."
erendum campaign, vowing to "con—
"We salute the campaign work—
tinue to fight on" against Gay rights
ers of Maine Won‘t Discriminate
when lawmakers consider the bill
and every Gay, Lesbian, bisexual
next year.
and non—Gay person who stood up
The proposal did not mention
to be counted. Tomorrow we rest and
"homosexuals" or "sexual orienta—
heals The day after thatwe pick up
tion,"but sought to limit civil—rights
the mantel again and continue our protections to 10 categories already
fight," the Washington—based group
in the Maine Human Rights Act. It
said.
would have repealed existing Gay—
State Gay—rights leaders were less
rights ordinances in. Portland and
resolute about their next step.
Long Island and barred such munici—
Karen Geraghty, head of the
pal laws in the future.
Maine Lesbian—Gay Political Alli—
Patricia Peard, executive board
ance, said the diffuse debate over the
chairman of Maine Won‘t Discrimi—
vaguely worded referendum plan
nate, said "the voters of Maine have
obscured many of the real problems
spoken loud and clearly against dis—
caused by discrimination against
crimination," but stopped short of
homosexuals in Maine.
pledging the coalition‘s support for
She said she was uncertain
the Gay—rights bill.
whether Gay—rights advocates would
The coalition, which counted
press ahead with legislation next among its allies such diverse inter—
year, even though legislative lead—
ests as the Maine Lesbian—Gay Po—
ers have voted to allow its introduc—
litical Alliance, all four members of
tion, and that the public needs to be
the Maine congressional delegation
educated on the issue.
and the Roman Catholic Diocese of
"We have to get out and talk to
Portland, has yet to determine its
our neighbors, and our friends, and
future course and may assume an
our co—workers, and our parents
educational role, she said.
about the realities of living (as a ho—
The governor, who appeared in
mosexual) right now," she said.
TV ads urging a "no" vote, said he
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did not view the vote as necessarily

"As much as I believe in the is—

a vote for Gay rights. "I sense they

sue, I also believe in the sanctity of

all voted for different reasons," he

the process," he said as the final re—

said.

turns were being tallied late Nov. 7

If the proposal had passed, King

The controversy over Question 1

said he would "have to do some soul—

attracted more than 44 percent of the

searching" before deciding whether

eligible voters to the polls —a much

to sign a Gay—rights bill.

higher level than the 37.5 percent
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beingprovenwrong.
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i.on), wetakt‘esimoret
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mexfact."Cl
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The Question
By Lynn Elber
AP Television Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
Question ofEquality stakes out am—
bitious ground: charting milestones
in the Gay and Lesbian rights move—
ment, highlighting the community‘s
diversity and examining its future.
One absent aim: to convert those
hostile to homosexuality, says David
Meieran, executive producer of the

of Equality Charts

four—part series airing on public tele—
vision stations [WKNO says it is
lookingfor a spot in its schedulefor
the series. The Triangle Journal,
Meristem andcAmnesia have ex—
pressed interest in underwriting its
presentation —Eds.].
"We never established as one of
our goals to enlighten the unenlight—
ened," Meieran said. "However,
there are a great many understand—
ing people who don‘t understand."
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Family, friends, colleagues may
be supportive of homosexuals they
know, he said. But they wonder
"Why must you flaunt it, why must
you have these civil rights demon—
strations, these Gay rights parades?"
Meieran said.
"The question of visibility is
something they don‘t understand,"
he said. "There‘s never been the
knowledge transmitted through the
mainstream media that would help
them understand what the fuss is
about, what‘s at stake in the move—
ment for Lesbian and Gay equality."
The Question of Equality, pre—
sented by the Independent Televi—
sion Service (ITVS), tries to close
the information gap. It is billed as
the first TV series to offer a detailed
look atthe Gay civil rights move—
ment.
(A companion book has been
published by Scribner.)
ITVS, based in St. Paul, Minn.,
was created in 1989 to increase the
diversity of programs available to
public TV stations. It receives fund—
ing from the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting.
Each Equality segment was pro—
duced by a different filmmaker or
team. The series opens with Arthur
Dong‘s Out Rage ‘69, a look at the

Massage Therapist

Stonewall riots and other events that
led to the formation of today‘s Gay
rights movement.
Culture Wars, from producers
Tina DiFeliciantonio and Jane C.
Wagner, explores the rise of
homophobia, anti—Gay violence and
attacks on social and legal gains for
homosexuals.
The third episode, Hollow Lib—
erty, produced by Robyn Hutt and
Bennett Singer, looks at federal rules
affecting Gays and Lesbians, includ—
ing state sodomy laws and the
military‘s past and current Gay poli—
cies.
Generation Q, by filmmaker
Robert Byrd, looks at Gay youth —
the generation that has turned the
epithet "queer"into a bold badge of
honor — and the future they repre—
sent.
Meieran expected the fourth seg—
ment to prove the most controver—
sial.
"In looking at the anti—Gay ini—
tiatives in Oregon, Colorado, Maine,
wherever they appeared, the issue of
children has always been the most
intense and hotly debated," he said,
citing fears that youngsters are "re—
cruited" by Gays.
The hope, he said, is that the film
moves the debate away from rheto—
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Gay Air

Force

OMAHA, Neb. (AP) — Dis—
charging Air Force Capt. Rich
Richenberg simply because he has
stated he is Gay is unconstitutional
because it amounts to punishing him
for something he has said and not
for something he has done, an attor—
ney told a federal judge.
"This is a substantial infringe—
ment on speech," attorney Tom
Kayser of Minneapolis said during
a hearing before U.S. District Judge
Lyle Strom on Nov. 6.
Richenberg, 37, disclosed his
homosexuality in a May 1993 letter
to a commander at Offutt Air Force
Base. Now Richenberg is fighting
the military‘s attempts to discharge
him.
Richenberg‘s case is one of at
least nine challenging the Clinton
administration‘s "don‘t ask, don‘t
tell" policy. The policy allows Gays
to remain in the military as long as
they don‘t disclose their sexual pref—
erence; it is expected to wind up be—
fore the U.S. Supreme Court.
The real target of the policy is
speech and status, not conduct,
Kayser argued, noting that there is
no evidence that Richenberg en—
gaged in homosexual acts.
Kayser said assuming that some—
one who is homosexual has a pro—
pensity to commit homosexual acts
is wrong and Congress erred when
it relied on military expertise in de—

ALL

Officer

Fights

ciding that such a conclusion can be
drawn.
The military is not an expert on
human sexuality, he said.
An attorney with the U.S. Depart—
ment of Justice argued that the mili—
tary does have expertise on the
sexuality of servicemen.
Attorney Kevin Simpson main—
tained that people have a propensity
to follow their sexual orientation and
that most servicemen are sexually
active.
Simpson also disputed Kayser‘s
argument that the policy infringes on
freedom of speech. People are free
to discuss the policy and even criti—
cize it — they just can‘t acknowl—
edge their homosexuality, he said.
To counter Kayser‘s arguments
that the policy punishes on the basis
of status rather than conduct,
Simpson noted that the military bars
blind and deaf people from serving
in the Air Force.
Kayser countered that being blind
or deaf can affect how a person per—
forms his or her job, but being ho—
mosexual has no effect.
Kayser tried to discredit the
military‘s assertion that allowing
admitted homosexuals to serve
would affect the working relation—
ships among service members. He
said it is not the homosexual‘s sexual
orientation that affects the relation—
ship but rather the responses of some

MICRO

Efforts to

heterosexuals to homosexuals.
Simpson argued that allowing
homosexuals and heterosexuals to
serve together would create sexual
tension.
Men and women in the armed
services would be uncomfortable if
they had to bunk together and
shower together, Simpson said. For
that reason, he said, men and women
are segregated — but the military
cannot segregate homosexuals and

Dischar ge

heterosexuals.
Strom did not indicate when he
would rule on the case but said he
was making it a priority.
The hearing was attended by rep—
resentatives of Servicemembers Le—
gal Defense Network and Citizens
for Equal Protection, a Nebraska
group that seeks to eliminate dis—
crimination based on sexual orien—
tation.
Both groups oppose the "don‘t

Him

ask, don‘t tell" policy.
"If you‘re Gay and you‘re hon—
est, you get punished," said C. Dixon
Osburn, co—director of the
Servicemembers Legal Defense
Network.
"Gays and Lesbians should not
be punished for being honest and for
being themselves," Citizens for
Equal Protection said in a statement
issued immediately after the hearing.

Judge Stays Order All
owing
Discharge of Gay Sai
lor
BALTIMORE (AP) — A federal judge agreed Nov. 8 to
stay an order allowing the Navy to
discharge an openly Gay lieutenant until a similar case in Richmo
nd and any appeals are resolved.
U.S. District Judge Joseph H. Young issued a stay after lawyers
for Lt. Richard "Dirk" Selland told
him the Navy had plans to kick the Salisbu ry man out of the service
in a few days, leaving no time for
an appeal to be heard.
"Obviously, we‘re pleased with this decision," said attorney
Benjamin Barnett. "The Navy had
indicated they intended to discharge Dirk on the 13th of
November."
Young‘s order forces the Navy to allow Selland to continu
e as director of procurement at Fleet &
Industrial Supply Center in Norfolk, Va., for 90 days or
until appeals and similar cases are decided,
whichever comes later.
Barnett said there is a case involving the "Don‘t Ask, Don‘t
Tell" policy on homosexuals in the
military being heard in the 4th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeal
s in Rich mond, Va.
Meanwhile, Barnett said in a few days he will fi le an appeal
of Young‘s ruling granting the Navy
summary judgment in Selland‘ s case and paving the way for his discharge.
The judge ruled that the
lieutenant‘s constitutional claims to free speech and due process
did not outweigh the Navy‘s mission
to maintain morale and discipline.
Selland was a supply officer when he revealed his sexual
orientation to his commanding officer
aboard a submarine in 1993. He was ordered off the submari
ne.
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School Board to Reconsider Books

Frat

That Led to Teacher‘s Firing
NEW IPSWICH, N.H. (AP) —
Two books that led to a teacher‘s fir—
ing at Mascenic Regional High
« School would probably have been
approved if the teacher had waited
before distributing them, the
school‘s English Department head
said.
F
The school board decided to al—
low its curriculum committee to re—
view the books, Maurice by E.M.
Forster and The Education ofHarriet
Hatfield by May Sarton, for recon—
sideration for the school curriculum.
. Board members made their deci—
sion after the issue was raised at the
board meeting Nov. 6.
The books were distributed by
English teacher Penny Culliton to
junior and senior classes and then
removed several days later. A third
book, The Drowning of Stephen
— Jones by Bette Greene, also was
banned.
Critics said the books portray
homosexuals in a positive light, and
their removal drew cries of censor—
ship.
English Department head Kevin
Corriveau said he was "pretty con—
fident the books would have been
approved by last spring if they hadn‘t
been used before approval was
given."

The school board said the books

Offers

Friendship

"These books have high literary

had not been approved for use.

merit. I wouldn‘t allow them (as de—

Culliton later was fired by the school

Membership

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Members of Delta Lambda Phi at the Univer—

slowly" with the approval process.

were removed last May because they

for

Freedom,

sity of Minnesota believe their Gay and bisexual fraternity is the first
of its
kind with a house on a university campus.

partment head) to be purchased for

Delta Lambda Phi moved into the former Chi Phi fraternity, a Tudor—

board for insubordination. She has

use if they weren‘t. We want this

style house on fraternity row, in August. So far, 15 people live
there, in—

appealed and the case will be de—

resolved one way or the other. There

cided by arbitration.

cluding eight members or soon—to—be members, two international students,
two Lesbians, two straight females and one straight male.

will be alternative books available

Corriveau said a complaint had

Fraternity President Rusty Robertson said the fraternity was started
in

if any parents object," he said.

been received about the content of

Board chairman Steven Lizotte

the books earlier this year, and be—

said there is no plan for the books to

cause there was "such an outpour—

be in the curriculum, but that the

ing of opinion about homosexuals,

curriculum committee would review

on both sides, the board had to move

them.

1988 and at the time, was the fourth Gay chapter in the country.
"This is a more comfortable environment than the dorms,"said Robertson.
"Everyone can be what they want to be, and they don‘t have to worry
about
being criticized for this or that."
Robertson said he used to live in a university dorm, but chose not
to
have a roommate. Other fraternity members have had roommates
in the
dorms but did not talk about their sexual orientation, he said.

Parents

Protest

Plans

"It makes for an awkward situation," said Robertson.

for

By living together in a fraternity on campus, Robertson said Gay
and
Sexual

Orientation

bisexual students can mix their academic and social lives.

Posters

"Whenever you want to take a half—hour study break, you can open
your
DENVER (AP) — A proposal to
display posters in

Denver high

schools to encourage youths with

help ease the torment, ridicule and

door and go downstairs,"said Robertson. "There‘s always somebody
ready

confusion their own children faced

to talk, play cards or watch TV. Also, there‘s the emotional support. It‘s
not

as teen—agers.

like being in an apartment by yourself."

"Gayness is not a choice, it is a

Shane Morris of Alpha Tau Omega, a fraternity near Delta Lambda
Phi,

contact a Gay advocacy group has

fact of life," said Elinor Lewallen.

said having a Gay fraternity move onto fraternity row has been uneventful.

angered some parents.

"They

questions about their sexuality to

The posters encourage teen—agers

denied

good

Morris.
On one or two nights, Morris said, he has heard teen—age boys
"shouting

the program as an intrusion on fami—

things" at the Gay fraternity, but it didn‘t amount to anything more
than

Services Center of Colorado. Stu—

lies and an improper role for the

dents also would be able to get as—

school district.

sistance from school counselors.
Parents of adult Gay children

"Whatever trips your trigger as far as that is concerned is fine,"
said

role

However, two mothers criticized

to direct their questions to the Gay,
Lesbian and Bisexual Community

are

models...by a wall of silence."

that."
Morris said he visited the new fraternity house once after a member

"Restore true authority to par—

invited him. But he said he likely won‘t be attending its parties because
there wouldn‘t be many girls.

ents," Lisa Dotur said.

urged the school board Nov. 2 to

The idea to display the posters

support the plan. They said it would

See Protest page 30
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ne-hird f Blacks Surveyed Say AIDS Was Manufactured to Kill Them
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a conspiracy.
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unsure.
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still seethis in response towhy drugs
and under
Tuscaloosa,
Ala. responses
They re— BENEFITS
aresoprevalentintheBlackcommunity:
‘It‘s City,
ceivedMo.,
slightly
1,000 valid
* A Viatical Settlements Company *
I”Assocation
Viatical
// of America
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Delta Axis Exhibit to
Commemorate
Day Without Art
Submitted by Delta Axis Rageisdedicatedtomakingsurethat
historyforgotten.
and culture of our time
On Dec. 1 in observance of A the
arenot
Day Without Art, Delta Axis Exhibiting artists include Larry
Contemprary Arts Centér will open
Anderson
of Atlanta,
Tim
a very special exhibition Diany , Jens
Andrews
of
Memphis,
and
Ben—
Metaphor, Morning and Rage, an jaminTramierandHarveyWeissof
exhibition of works created by art— New YorkCity.
ists living with HIV or who have Anopeningreceptionwillbeheld
been closely touched by this onFri.,Dec.
1 from6:30—9p.m.and
pandemic.
the
exhibit
remain
open
In a time when our nation seem Wednesdays will
through
Saturdays
sto have forgotten about HIV and
Dec.to 528/p.m.Gallery hours are
AIDS, exhibitions such as this are through
from
noon
imperative.
For atmore(901)522—9946.
information, call Jim
Diary, Metaphor, Morning and Ramer

p

C

Anhquo Warehoueo
2563 Summer
3230600
antiques and fine collectibles

Prayer Service
Set For Dec. 1
Memphis, TN—ThewillCatholic
DioceseofMemphis
conduct
aingprayerservice
forall
people
liv—
with
HIV/AIDS
on
Fri.,
Dec.
1, , Immaculate
7:00 p.m. atConception,
the Cathedral1695of
theCentral
Avenue.
Bishop
J. Terry Steib, SVD,
andpriestsofthediocesewill
pre—
sideattheservice.
The
Sacrament
of the Anointing
of the Sick will
takeplace.
Everyoneisinvitedand
encouraged
to participate. the
Theserviceissponsoredby
CatholicDioceseofMemphisand
Catholicat theHIV/AIDS
Ministry
based
Cathedral.
For Hivner,
more information,
contact
Eileen
Diocesan
Director
ofServices
Evangelization
andorPastoral
at
722—4745
Robert Ewing at 722—4751.Father
Do this im
Remembrance
ITMC ma

Memphis Male

Escorts

Attractive Young Guys Available
24 HrS/Day76
Call (901) 758—4168

KING AND QUEEN OF HEARTS
A Fundraiser for Friends For Life
(Coming in February)
NEEDS VOLUNTEERS TO MAKE
THIS YEAR‘S EVENT AN EVEN
BIGGER SUCCESS!
Volunteer Meeting

_

Monday, Dec. 4, 7:00 p.m.

eve
Friends For Life Pantry Wish List
deodorant « shampoo « razors » body lotion
baby diapers and adult incontinence pants » paper products
(Towels, toilet paper, moistened towellettes)
Household cleaning products
Remember: Food Stamps can‘t be redeeemed for these items
Drop Items by Friends For Life
at 1450 Poplar — 8:30—5 weekdays
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Booky & More for Women & Their Friends
w 930 South Cooper @ Memphis, TN 38104 w
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Gift Certificates
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Art
We Welcome Telephone Orders!
We will ship your orders out o) town!
Memﬁersﬁly Discount Cards
Available Now!

Role Play & Fantasy
Discreet + Uninhibited

Special Holiday Hours!
: (901) 276— 0282 Fax: (9002760553
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Unity Church

High Heels IV Rated

Big

Christmas

Arms

f
‘Unity Church of Memphis will
be assisting Loving Arms, the non—
profit organization which assists
families affected by HIV or AIDS,
for its Christmas project this year.
The church will be having a
Christmas dinner party on Sat., Dec.
23 at 2 p.m. They will be providing
a Christmas (complete with presents,
Santa and stockings) to children who
otherwise would not have one. Many
of the children being assisted by
Loving Arms live in the Memphis
housing projects.
According to Marsha M Pauley,
._ Volunteer Coordinator for Unity, the
church is sponsoring two families
with a total of nine children. "We
hope we can receive more contribu—
tions to provide a Christmas for more
children," Pauley said. "Since this
is a local charity and is being spon—
sored by a local church, 100 percent
of all donations will be used for the
project."
For more information or to con—
tribute, contact Ms. Pauley at Unity
Church, 2570 Kirby Road, Memphis
38119, 754—4241.

Success by FFL
The fourth incarnation of the
High Heel and High Hats Hal—
loween Party benefitting
Friends For Life was rated a big
success by organizers, despite
a tragic incident which left a man
hospitalized with severe burns.
About 700 people attended
the affair, held this year in the
parking garage of Holy Trinity
Community Church.
Previous Halloween balls
had been held at Beale St.
Landing, the Cook Convention
Center, and the Fairgrounds
Youth building.
As usual there were cos—
tumes galore and a host of
elaborately decorated tables.
Entertainment included a
quartet of male dancers courtesy
of Amnesia and singer Robin S.
Kudos go to the decorating
committee for once again turn—
ing a sow‘s ear into a silk
purse. The dark garage was
brought to life in a Gothic/
Moorish church motif with
faux stained glass covering the
windows. In keeping with Hal—
loween, there were suspended

spooky things up in the ceiling.
The event grossed about
$26,000 for Friends For Life,
including table sales, door ad—
missions, general donations, and
the beer and liquor concession.
Early in the evening George
Stone was severely burned
when his costume caught fire.
According to witnesses, Stone
was wearing little more than a
thing and a set of pampas grass
wings which reportedly had
been spray painted and lac—
quered as well as decorated
with spray glitter.
When the wings caught fire,
Stone was immediately thrown
to the ground and the fire ex—
tinguished—but not before the
fire had done a lot of damage.
Stone was taken to the Burn
Unit at The Med, where his in—
juries were found to be more
extensive than originally
thought. He received second
and third—degree burns over 20—
30 percent of his back and face.
Stone remained in the hospital
until Nov. 16 when he was re—
leased.
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"‘The Biggest Little

102

Bar In

NorthCleveland

Open

Daily

11

Hour

11

—

Town"

725—8156

a.m..—3 a.m.

A New Church Grows in Memphis
Living Word Christian Church is
the newest worshipping community
founded out of the Gay/Lesbian
community. It is non—denomina—
tional and open to all people and it
has 24 current members. Pastor J.
Kyle Dearen says that the founders
were "led by God. He was calling
us to have a place where God‘s word
was really, completely and thor—
oughly taught, the way it is, that God
loves all people and wants all people
to live for Him and know Him in
truth and that He wants us to be pros—
perous and successful and thrive in
Him. He wants us to be healed and
wants us to live in Him. Our main
goal is to meet the needs of the
people, whatever they are. All
people." New faces are joining those
long familiar in other Gay/Lesbian—
founded congregations.
Pastor Dearen has backgrounds
serving in both Baptist and Assem—
bly of God churches, and education
in schools run by. both of these de—
nominations. He has been involved
in ministry all of his life, primarily
in music, in which he has his degree.
He was ordained at Holy Trinity
Community Church during his two
and one half years as music minis—
ter (in 1994) and is grateful for what
he learned there. "The things that I
learned there are a great part of what
I am now. I‘ve always said that God
is not looking for ability but avail—
ability. He will give us what we
need."
Alongside and combined with the
primarily spiritual—is a drive and~~

commitment to raising and dispens—
ing money to "meet the needs of the
people." "Ever since we were
founded we have been giving 15 to
20 percent of whatever we bring in
to people in need as God leads us.
We want to give in God‘s way, not
the world‘s way. God‘s way is to
give. The world‘s way is to hold on
to for a rainy day." This attitude of
giving and relying on faith to pro—
vide not only necessities but the abil—
ity to continue and increase giving
is fundamental to Living Word‘s mis—
sion and over $1,475 has been given
to individuals and organizations in the
first months of the church‘s existence.

The church is meeting at 340 N.
Garland each Sunday at 10 a.m. and
each Wednesday at 7 p.m.

Happy

Effective Dec.

Miss

1

a.m.—7

p.m.

— Happy Hour Longnecks $1.25

Bitch‘s

Specials

4—6

p.m.

Monday —Ladies‘ Day — $1.10
Longnecks
Wednesday — For Men Only
— $1.10 Longnecks
Friday — Light Beers — $1.10

Spend Your

Evenings with

Rickey

7 p.m. till ?— $1.75 Longnecks
— 85¢ Draft & Set—Ups
Friday & Saturday Only 9:30—10
:30 p.m. — $1.50 Longnecks

J. Kyle Dearen, Pastor of Living
Word Christian Church

Thursday Nights — Too Real Night!
Friday Nights— Toni Ray Sings
Live
Every Other Saturday Night — Melissa
Dawn Sings Live

Sheridan Lambe,

Lesw

Joyce Schimenti,

Lesw

Specializing in

¥ Relationship Counseling
¥ Grief Counseling
¥ Depression/Anxiety Counseling

6263 Poplar Ave ¥ Suite 605
seed loro 1—9 128... ab cn a as as m id al al about aP aP aP al a w
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ort: Live—In Cou ples, Gay or Heterosexual, Can
Court Allows
Lesbian Ex—Lover
Adopt in New York
to Prove Rights
By Joel Stashenko
wrote.
the
line
between
the
judiciary
and
County
since
1991
with
his
girl—
Associated Press Writer
New Yorkbecomes the third the other branches ofgovernment. friend and her son Jake, who is to Visit Child
state
Vermont and Massachu— And the Rev. Duane Motley of also 5.
By Richard Carelli
ALBANY, New York (AP) — setts after
whose
court has rec— Spencerport, head ofthe Christian Dana was conceived by her
Associated
Press Writer
In aruling hailedby Gay—rights ad— ognized the highest
right
of
a
person
in
a
Coalition—affiliated
New
Yorkers
in—
motheraftershewasartificial
ly
vocates, New York‘s highest court homosexual relationship to adopt forConstitutional Freedoms, said: seminated with the sperm of an WASHINGTON(AP)—A Les—
declared Nov. 2 that unmarried other partner‘s child, accord— "The best environment to raise a anonymous donor. Jake‘s biologi— bian mother seeking to prevent her
people — Gay or heterosexual — the
ing —to Suzanne Goldberg, a child is a family environment, cal father did not object to ex—lover from having a place in her
have
aright
to
adopt
their
partners‘
spokeswoman
for the Gay rights where there is a man and a woman "Stephen T.K." becoming the 6—year—old son‘s life lost a U.S. Su—
children.
group
Lambda
Legal
and together, married. We think the boy‘s legal father, according to preme Court appeal Nov. 13.
Since state laws recognize that Education Fund. The Defense
top
court
for court greatly erred."
court papers.
The justices let stand a Wiscon—
single adults can adopt, regardless the District of Columbia has also
One
case
decided
Nov.
2
in—
the
for
attorney
Harlow,
Ruth
sin
Supreme Court ruling allowing
of sexual orientation, the right legalized such adoptions.
volved
Gail
Messina,
a
51—year—
America
n
Civil
Libertie
s
Union,
the
ex—lover, whom the
must also be extended to partners "Gay parents, like non—Gay old special education teacher, and said her group‘s reading of ruling youngmother‘s
boy
considers
to
in Gay or heterosexual relation— parents, want the best for their her attempt to adopt Dana, the 5— indicates that all unmarried prove she is entitled toa parent,
visitation
ships, the Court of Appeals de— children,"
said Lambda‘s Beatrice year—old daughter of Patricia couples —Gay or heterosexual — rights.
cided in a narrow 4—3 vote.
Dohrn,
who
represented a Lesbian Irwin, a 38—year—old health club have been given the right to adopt Theboy‘smotherhadargued that
"To rule otherwise would mean couple in thecase
the Court manager. The couple, whose rela— not only the biological children of thestatecourt ruling"totally ignores
that the thousands of New York of Appeals. "Thebefore
court‘s
tionship goes back 19 years, live one ofthe partners, but non—related the biological parent‘s rights."
children actually being raised in will allow any parent in theruling
state
outside New York City. children as well.
The Nov. 13 high court action,
homes headed by two unmarried to better provide for their in Kent,
"My
family
is
ecstaticabout
the
implicat
clear
the
think
"I
ion
taken
comment, is not aju—
._ persons could have only one legal children‘s needs and interests." court‘s ruling," Messina said. "It‘s here is that two unmarried persons dicial without
decision
sets no national
parent, not the two who want Republican Gov. George Pataki a shame that we had to go through likewise can adopt," she said. precedent. But and
it
is
to be cited
them," Chief Judge Judith Kaye charged that the ruling oversteps years of court proceedings to se— The lawyer for "Stephen T.K.," by homosexual—rightssureadvocates
cure something as basic as this « Nicholas Priore, said that by al— a significant victory for what Wis—as
adoption, but I‘m happy we per— lowing unmarried partners to consin courts called nontraditional
severed."
the court can guarantee that relationships.
The other case concerned an adopt,
the
children
receive a range of fi— Elsbeth Knott and Sandra Lynn
adoption attempt by "Stephen nancial benefits
that are now in Holtzman lived together, at first in
T.K.," who has lived in Oneida question.
_. Boston, for 10 years beginning in
1983. During that time, they de—
MEMPHI
S‘
FINEST
AND
MOST
COMPL
clared
their commitment to each .
ETE
(1)
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
otherinaprivateceremony inwhich
VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES, PREVIEW BOOTHS AND MIN—THEATRES they exchanged vows and rings."
The two decided that Knott
(Brooks Road Only)
would have a child through artificial
Fantasy
(North)« 683—9649
insemination, and in 1988 she gave
791 N. White
StationWarehouse
Rd. (Open 24#1 hours)
birth to a son.
Moca
In a dedication ceremony at the
Executive
South
(East)
women‘s
church, both were named
1847 E. Brooks Rd. « 345—0825
as
the
child‘s
parents. Holtzman‘s
MB0C
.0
parents
were
recognized as his
Fantasy Warehouse #2 (North)
grandparents.
2532 N. Watkins « 358—8642 /
From December 1988 until Jan.
1, 1993, Holtzman provided thepri—
mary financial support for Knott, the
—WithAny
LINGERIE
s
LingerieSPECIAL
Purchase—
child and herself, and the two
Receive Second Lingerie Item (of Equal or Lesser Value) FREE!
women shared child—care responsi—
bilities.
In 1993 Knottand Holtzmansplit
WE NOWHOLIDAYVIDEO
CARRY CD ROMSSALES
"U—PICK—EM!"
up.
Holtzmansoughttocontinue her
ntg RN
with the boy, but Knott
andchecks acceptedat#1 and#2
_ OPEN 7 DAYS relationship
sought a court order barring
Holtzman from having any contact
with the child.
The boy, then almost 5, told a
PROUDLY SERVING OUR COMMUNITY
court—appointed guardian that he
believed Holtzman was his parent
and wanted to see her even though
it would upset his mother.
A statejudge reluctantly granted
Knott‘s. request after noting that
Wisconsin‘s child—visitation law
‘e Fresh & Permanent Flowers
does not recognize any parent—like
* Plants, Gifts & More
bond that formsbetweenachildand
* Daily Deliveries
a parent‘s nontraditional partner.
* Corporate Accounts
«The Wisconsin Supreme Court
* Award—Winning Design
set aside the judge‘s ruling and or—
LO d1l11C@ dered the case restudied.
Sitlenerts
KIRK PAMPER
ALF.D. PFC..
| Founding Menter NN
901—274—5767 —800—769—5767
Cooper at Young
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Left: One of the
quartet of male
dancers provided for
High Heels and High
Hats
Below: Both Jesus
and the Devilshowed
up to celebrate

Left: "The White Table" won in
the table decorating contest at
High Heels and High Hats.

Photo by Jeff Hall
a

aq

I
Share Them!
Send your

Photos by Jeff Hall

pictures to
TJN
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111

Below: The Halloween crew
at Crossroads.
Photo courtesy of Crossroads.

Help Us With
Our Family
Album!
If you attend special
events and take
pictures or just take
an interesting photo,
share it with us and
our readers. Be a part

854—0455

LB

gmx@aol.com

MS

of our Family Album.
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It‘s the Rent—A—Center Rent One,

Get One FREE offer!
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You pay the first week‘s rent, we pay the next

week's“(h‘rcose from our huge 509.1;th of furni—
ture, TVs, VCRs, stereos, appliances, and more!

Evgryhrental includézs free deIiVW and service
and
no credit
a week of
ioWith io.
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only required.
rent, there‘s
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Australians Living With Wea
k HIV Boost Hope for

By LaurenPress
Neergaard
Associated
Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — An
AustralianwiththeAIDSviruswho
unknowinglyinfectedthatcountry‘s
bloodsupply
14yearsagohas
givena
scientists
stronger
evidence
that
liveTheAIDSbloodvaccine
might
work.people
donor
and
six
infected
by his plasma have re—
mainedhealthylongerthanadecade
and even have normal immune sys—
temsbecausetheyhaveagenetically
weakstrain
oftheAIDS
virus,
Aus—
tralian
scientists
report
in
the
Nov.
10_ Coincidentally,theHIVinfecting
edition ofthejournal Science.
theAustraliansisalmostidenticalto
«ahave
manmade
strainas aU.S.possible
researchers
developed
AIDS
vaccine—one
many
scientists
fear
could
be
deadly
even
though
weak—
ened.inUntil
now,onlyoneotherper—
son
the
worldHIV.
had been found
living"ThewithAustralians
weak
provide
addi—
tional
information
that
these
kinds
ofstrains
can
beRonald
safe over
the longof
run,"
said
Dr.
Desrosiers
theCenter.
NewHeEngland
Primatethe Research
developed
potential
vaccine.
Dr. Anthony Fauci, chief ofthe

National Institute ofAllergyand In—
fectious
Diseases
, said,
"This
ex—. .
traordina
ry
experime
nt
of
nature
makesyouthinkagainaboutthefea—
sibility
ofait doesn‘t
live attenuat
ed vaccine.
"But
necessari
take
usatedanylivecloser to having an lyattenu—
vaccine
,"beenhe followed
warned.
"These people
have
years. in. . 15Youto 20worry about
for 10happens
what
years."
findings
the
immediat
More
ely,
helpexpl
ainwhy
somepeo
plemain
—
tain
healthy
immune
systems
be—
yond the 10 years it

AID Vaccines

very small percentage of the 17 mil— and little virus in their blood, Dea— ally sheds most
viruses and the vac—
lion people infected worldwide stay con reported.
cines that incorporate them, but
healthy beyond a decade.
The HIV infecting the Austra— "HIV integrates itself into the ge—
Killed HIV virus isn‘t strong lians is missing different portions of nome of the cell
so it‘s with you for—
enough to use as an AIDS vaccine, the nef gene than the American ever," he explained.
and scientists fear a shot containing . lacked, prompting Sullivan to urge
In addition, HIV constantly mu—
live but weakened virus — the kind that other long—term HIV survivors tates, so a weak
strain might get
used for most diseases — could be tested.
stronger, he said.
sicken people instead of preventing
"Our hope is that by continuing
Omar Perez of the National As—
AIDS.
to identify these kinds of individu— sociation of People With AIDS said
Three years ago, Desrosiers re— als, society‘s going to say, ‘Yes, we a vaccine must
be developed very
moved the entire nef gene from the really need a vaccine," Sullivan cautiously and
tested only in people
monkey version of HIV to create a said. "With a new HIV infection at very high risk
of catching HIV.
powerful vaccine that protected adult occurring in the world every 15 sec—
Therion Biologics Corp., which
typicz‘i'lly takes monkeys. But development slowed onds ... how long will we wait?"
licensed Desrosiers‘ vaccine, hopes
HIV to turn deadly, wrote study au— when other scientists discovered the
There are good reasons to wait, to start testing such people within
thor Nicholas Deacon of Australia‘s shot infected baby monkeys.
Fauci countered. The body eventu— five years.
Macfarlane Burnet Centre for Medi—
In January, Desrosiers and Dr.
cal Research.
John Sullivan of the University of
The Australians‘ HIV is missing Massachusetts ‘discovered missing
parts of a gene called nef. Scientists nef pieces in a 44—year—old Ameri—
believe nef spurs HIV to reproduce can whose immune system was
frantically until it overwhelms pa— healthy after 12 years of HIV infec—
tients‘ immune systems — and if nef tion.
doesn‘t work right, immune cells can
One case did little to impress
control HIV just as they fight most skeptics. Now there‘s stronger evi—
viruses.
dence.
Ron Hampton
"These data show that survival
Seven Australians caught HIV
June
20, 1968 — Nov. 11, 1995
after HIV infection can be deter— between 10 1/2 and 14 years
ago
mined by the HIV genome," Dea— from blood donated by an eighth
AIDS Educator
con concluded.
person. One already had severe
Volunteer
But the findings do not affect lupus and died of that disease in
Friend >
most people living with HIV, 1987. But the others have normal
We
will
miss
your dearly.
Desrosiers cautioned. Only a very, immune systems, no HIV symptoms

Worship Celebration:
Sunday 11:00 AM

at

MGLCC, 1486 Madison

Inquirer‘s Class: Sunday‘s
Dec. 3

Dec. 17

—

UFMCC History

Scripture &
Sexuality

Midnight Mass, Christmas Eve

11:00 PM at MGLCC
All Inclusive Christian Fellowship

Pastor: Greg Bullard
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Ban on Gays W|th Harsh Language
upheld.
James
Dale in itwas
1990 after
learning
"It was shocking to read such name of the biblical city, Sodom,
So
when
Superior
Court
Judge
Dale
wasGay,
really
no
sur—
harsh
anti—Gay language coming which, with the nearby city of
Patrick
J.
McGann
in
Freehold
prise.
from
a
judge in writing," said . Gomorrah, was destroyed by fire
ruled
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soned."
In the ruling, McGann wrote:
Wile y
"Men who do those criminal and
ff"
immoral acts cannot be held out
as rolesmodels. BSA knows that."
The judge said the Boy Scouts
of America is a private organiza—
tion and has a constitutional right
to decide who can belong. The
Scouts‘ Gay ban has been chal—
lenged several times but always
upheld, Walker said.
Wolfson, a senior attorney with
the Lambda Legal Defense and
Education Fund in New York, said
he is considering an appeal but
would not discuss whether the
judge‘s language would be one of
the grounds.
McGann was on the bench most
of Nov. 16 and did not immedi—
ately return a telephone call from
The Associated Press seeking
comment.
In his legal analysis, McGann .
cited the Bible:
"Sodomy is derived from the
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that until 1979, it was considered
a criminal act in New Jersey.
"It is unthinkable that in a soci—
ety where there was universal gov—
ernmental
of the act
of sodomy as a crime, that the BSA
could or would tolerate active ho—
mosexuality if discovered in any of
its members," he wrote. "The crimi—
nal law has changed. The moral law
—asto the act ofsodomy—has not."
Dale, 25, formerly of
Middletown, said Thursday "it was
upsettingthat ajudgewould rule this
way."
"It seems obvious that he might
not be rulingon the basisofthecase,
which is discrimination," said Dale,
a fund—raiser for Phoenix House in
Manhattan, adrugrehabilitationcen—
ter.
Dale, who was in Boy Scouts for
more than 12 years, said he is living
his life the way the Boy Scouts
taught him, by helping people.
"I‘m practicingwhat Iwastaught
in Boy Scouts," he said. "I‘m stand—
See Ban on page 17
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Appeals Panel Considers Issue of
Excluding Gay Jurors
entation creates privacy problems.
"How much scrutiny does a ju—
ror have to undergo just because
of the wild scrutiny of Mr.
Yagman?" asked Daly, who rep—
resented the city of Newport
Beach in the lawsuit.
The justices took the matter un—
der submission.
The dispute stemmed from the
dismissal of a juror in a civil rights
suit filed by a Brea man who
claims he was roughed up by the
Newport Beach police following

a 1992 traffic arrest. The plaintiff,
Todd Johnson, lost the case.
The juror in question never was
asked about his sexual orientation.
Yagman speculated that Daly
thought the juror was Gay because
of the man‘s marital status, his
residence in West Hollywood —
which has a large Gay community
—and his job as a screenwriter.
Daly, however, disputed that,
saying the man "didn‘t look any
more homosexual than anyone in
this courtroom."

Ban

"We believe the person (Dale)
knew very well in advance what our
values are," Walker said. "This per—
son was trying to change the BSA
when these values have been very,
very—successful—over —the last. 85
years. If you say Boy Scout today,
people automatically think commu—
nity service and citizenship."
McGann came under criticism in
1992 when he issued an injunction
against a woman preventing her
from getting an abortion after the
man who impregnated her petitioned
the court.

Continued from page 17
ing by what I believe in and helping
the community. I believe in the Boy
Scouts and their programs;, but not
in their discrimination policies."
Dale, who now lives in Manhat—
tan, said it‘s ironic to him that his
first two Boy Scout troops folded
because of lack of adult leadership.
"To think that someone as quali—
fied as myself, an exemplary scout,
can‘t be an assistant scoutmaster
when adults are needed is ridicu—
lous," he said.
But Walker said Dale had no
business being a scout.
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The injunction was later lifted by
an appeals court and the woman was
allowed to get an abortion.
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PASADENA, Calif. (AP) —
An attorney urged a federal ap—
peals panel to extend to homo—
sexuals protections against being
dismissed from a jury panel on the
basis of sexual orientation.
In arguments before a three—
judge panel of the 9th Circuit
Court of Appeals on Nov. 16,
Stephen Yagman contended his
adversary in a civil rights trial dis—
missed a potential juror because
the panelist was believed to be
Gay.
Currently, the law allows law—
yers to file so—called Batson chal—
lenges to protect against the
dismissal of jurors on the basis of
race or gender. Yagman said law—
yers should also be allowed to file
Batson challenges to protest dis—
‘missing Gay jurors.
"The court has a duty to tell a
(Gay person) and ask him if he
wantsto exercise any right he has
as a potential member of a class ...
and the court (should) proceed fur—
ther to protect him," Yagman said.
But lawyer John Daly, who ex—
ercised the peremptory challenge
that led to the juror‘s dismissal,
said that extending protections to
people on the basis of sexual ori—
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Eagle

Forum

By Nike Recht
Associated Press Writer
CONCORD, N.H. (APY — Try—
ing to offer another side of the ho—
mosexual argument, the state chapter
of the conservative Eagle Forum is
offering a report to public and high
school libraries.
The report deals with the moral,
medical, psychological and societal
"consequences" of homosexuality,

Call

Donating Anti—Gay

said Elizabeth Barnes, president of
the state chapter.
The 116—page report, Setting the
Record Straight, was written by
Larry Burtoft, a staffer with Focus
on the Family of Colorado Springs,
Colo., and published by the non—
profit Christian organization.
In a telephone conversation,
Burtoft said he concluded "laws
should not be passed that have the
social effect of legitimizing homo—

1—900—

1—GET—HIM
Discreetly billed as Worldinfo
1—900—443—8446 $2.99 per min

Book to

sexuality."
Barnes said libraries have books
that present homosexuality in an ac—
cepting way, and they are promoted
by the New Hampshire group Par—
ents and
Friends of
Lesbians
and Gays.
She said
Setting the
Record
Straight f
offers
a
balanced
view.
* W ie
1 0 o k e d
carefully
for a book
that would answer people‘s ques—
tions in a fair and factual way," she
said. "We just want some truth on
this issue."
Betsy Janeway, president of Par—
ents and Friends of Lesbians and
Gays, said she had not seen the pub—
lication but doubted it examined the
issue fairly.
Parents and Friends of Lesbians
and Gays began donating books and
pamphlets in 1993, and Janeway said
62 schools have requested them in
the past two years.
Focus on the Family asks a $10

Libraries

donation for the book, which can be
ordered by mail or telephone. It is
not distributed in book stores. The
group seeks donations so it may of—
fer books free to libraries. Barnes
said the
group has
a mailing
list
of
about 170
people,
but she de—
clined to
say how
many do—
nations
had been
received.
She de—
clined to
say if any libraries had been ap—
proached yet.
"We don‘t expect anyone will
refuse a free book," she said.
In most cases, each school and
each public library decide whether
to accept such material. There is no
state oversight organization.
Cathy Beaudoin, assistant direc—
tor of the Dover Public Library, said
her library will accept almost any
book, but it will not be put on the
shelves until staffers review it. She
said she had not seen Setting the
Record Straight but that she might

consider using it if she believed it
was factual and not just opinionated.
A spokeswoman for one high
school, who requested her name and
the school‘s name not be revealed,
said the library tries to present a bal—
anced view of subjects.
"If a book is unsolicited, we tend
to look at it more critically,"she said.
"Just because it is free doesn‘t mean
we will accept it. A lot has to do with
whether the research is shoddy.
Pamphlets are difficult because they
don‘t often get reviewed."
Barnes said the report addresses
such questions as:
* Should homosexuals be al—
lowed to adopt children?
;
* What is the biblical view of ho—
mosexuality?
* Should homosexuality be taught
in schools?
Burtoft said the report concludes
homosexuals, particularly Gay men,
are at greater medical risk, and he
said homosexuals have more psy—
chological problems than hetero—
sexual people.
He said he found much misinfor—
mation about homosexuals on both
sides of the issue, and he said claims
that 10 percent of the country‘s
population are homosexual "are
greatly inflated."
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Laer Says uIing Protects
Workers Coming Out of the Closet
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broken up,for notappeal, hemustpay Borquezthe
‘in
and
Borquez
has
tested
$91,000.
thecloset‘
in(Amendment2
leader)
‘theHIV
virus.
"It‘s
ainveryas astrange
positionthat‘sfor
Will
Perkins‘cardealershipinColo—
The
case
neverwould
have
hap—
me
to
be
.
.
defendant
rado Springs cannot beandfireddeclar—for pened if Ozer had not pressed him unhappy withthedecision,butasan
comingoutofthecloset
fordetailsaboutwhyheneededtime
employment
lawyer
extremely ex—
inghimselftobeapracticinghomo—
off,
Borquez
said.
cited
aboutthe
legal
developments,"
sexual,"
Borquez
said.upehld
"Andbythe
I feel "I had no intention of ever say— he said.
confident
i
t
will
be
ing anything," he said. "When I got
Colorado
Supreme
Court
ifi
t
is
ap—
pealed."
Borquez said he worked Mullen
for the
DenverlawfirmofOzerand
Gay

Minister Sues Church
That Fired Him After
Lesbian Wedding
NEW YORK
(AP)—million,
A minister
is suing
hisfiredchurch
and
several ofgitsa
members
for
$110.25
charging
they
him
for
performin
marriage.
Lesbian
The
Rev.
JamesChurch
RenwickJ
ackson, 67,discrimin
also alleged
that memberso
fthe
Congregat
ional
of
Patchogue
ated
against
him
because
ofhisChurch
age andlawyer
calledKevin
him McDonou
a crook, aghdrunk and an adulterer.
said thatJacks
on‘sbecause
firing"hahed was
noth—a
ing
to
do
with
the
weddingo
fthe
Lesbians.
He
was
fired
poor administrator and was not fulfilling his duties and ministry, not han—
congregat
the needswhoofthe
dlingJackson,
ion."
became
pastor
ofthe
Long Island
church
in 1991,Onsigned
a31,three—year
contract
in
July
1994
at
$55,000
a
year
plus
housing.
July
1995,
the
church
voted
84—67
to
fire
him.
In becauseon
papersfiled in Manhattan‘sstateSupremeCourt,Jacksonsaid hewas
fired
Dec. 31,ts within
1994, hethe"offered his blessingforthe marriageof
two Lesbian congregan
church."
*
NOW TJN CAN BE
REACHED BY E—MAIL
TJNmemphis @
AOL.com

Wise People Still
Seek Him...........:

Rejoice!
COME SHARE CHRISTMAS AT HOLY TRINITY
DECEMBER 3, SUNDAY 7PM
Hanging of the‘Greens and Dessert Reception
DECEMBER 13, WEDNESDAY 6:30PM
Christmas Pot Luck and Talent Show
DECEMBER 17, SUNDAY 11:00AM CHOIR SPECIAL
Service of Lessons and Carols
7:00pm Commissioning of Deacons

Sunday
10:00 School
AM
Sunday 11:00AM
Worship Services
7:00 PM
Wednesday7:00Evening
PM Service

DECEMBER 24, SUNDAY 11:00PM CHRISTMAS EVE SERVICE & HOLY COMMUNION
"THE REASON FOR THE SEASON"
Holy Trinity Community Church
1559 Madison Avenue, Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 726—9443
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More
Fiction by Jim Norcross
Part 20

f

— "Hi, Chet—Baby," Frank said,
— feigning an upbeat mood as he en—
tered the hospital room. Chet lay in
bed so emaciated and sallow he
seemed almost transparent. Tubes
were attached to his arms; he was
receiving oxygen through one in his
_ nose. Frank was shocked to see how
much weight Chet appeared to have
lost since his visit a week ago. Frank
put the magazines he had brought on
the bedside table.
"Thanks, Frank."
"«You‘re looking good," Frank
said, trying not to avert his eyes from
the gaunt face before him.
"I do hope you didn‘t bring me
drag queen stuff like Career Girl or

_

Women‘s WearDaily." The effort of
laughing made Chet breathless.
"I‘ve never brought you that
stuff, but I can if you want it. I did
get you this month‘s Playgirl,
though. Pretty hot centerfold!"
"Guess that‘ll have to do, but I
was hoping for a copy of Inches or
at least a life—size poster of Jeff
Stryker." Chet squeezed Frank‘s
hand. "Thanks forcoming. You and
Helen are my only visitors."
"«You‘re kidding!"
"No. Everybody came at first.
When my parents found out I was
sick, they took what they called ‘the
Christian position‘ — namely, that
I‘m a lost soul. They haven‘t come,
not even once."
Frank shook his head in disbelief.
No words would come.
"My so—called friends have re—

Still the best
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turned to the clubs to continue par—
force — desk job for a while, of
tying. It probably scares them to see course. He hates that ‘cause he loves
me this way, knowing they might be being a cop and wants to be where
next." Chet motioned for Frank to
the action is."
raise the head of his bed a little.
"Soon as I get out of here," Chet
"Okay. How‘s this?"
said, "I want you and me to go to
"Good. You won‘t believe what
the Wednesday night covered dish
Helen brought yesterday. You know
dinner at the MCC Church. Every
how she‘s into crafts. Look in that
gay in town has set his cap for Rev—
box on the chair over there."
erend Smother, the new minister
"I‘m almost scared to," Frank
there, but in my head he‘s reserved
said, opening the gaily wrapped box.
for you, Frank. He was ordained at
He held up a ruffled, sequined item
some big university. He‘s been mar—
made of turquoise lace and tulle,
ried and has children... like Johnny.
with a large cabbage rose in the cen—
Actually," Chet said, rolling his eyes,
ter.
"this guy put himself through shock
"So, what do you think?"
therapy trying to cure himself of the
Frank let out a roar. "It‘s awful!
curse of being gay."
What the hell is it? A hat?" He held
"Not seriously..." Frank said.
it to his head. .
"Yes, and guess what? He‘s still
"Helen had to tell me ‘cause I
gay and beginning to accept himself
couldn‘t figure it out either. She
a little now."
called it a ‘toilet seat cover for when
"Well, how about that! So, hurry
company comes,‘ like when I‘m en—
and get well so we can go to the cov—
tertaining. If I put that out for my
ered dish dinners for a few weeks...
friends, they‘d never let me hear the ‘just long enough for me to win the
end of it. Hell! They‘d probably piss
Reverend‘s heart, you understand.
all overit." Frank spread the creation
That shouldn‘t take long," Frank
with both hands to get the total ef—
said, grinning, fluffing his hair, try—
fect.
ing to get a smile from Chet. It
"Well, bless her heart! If anybody
worked.
ever meant well, it‘s Helen."
"I‘ll get well in record time. Wait
"She visits every day, " Chet said.
and see!" Chet said, poking Frank
"She‘s such a caring person,"
in the ribs. "You‘d make a great
Frank said, "but I wish she‘d get over preacher‘s wife, and he‘d be perfect
her attraction for younger men, find
for you!"
— someone her own age, and settle
"Me? A preacher‘s wife?"
down. She‘s not getting any
"Why not? You can show off
younger, you know."
your cooking skills at the covered
"Well, aren‘t you a fine one to
dish dinners. Go home tonight and
talk! You need to get out more your—
pick out a special recipe. The way
self. Quit mooning over Johnny.
to a man‘s heart is through his stom—
ach, don‘t forget."
He‘s straight, and there‘s nothing
Jeo ole oke oke oke
you can do to change that."
Nervous, Frank adjusted the cen—
"I can‘t help how I feel. Did I tell
you they‘re letting him drive now?
terpiece of pink roses in the cut glass
bowl. The table was set for two with
In fact, he‘s coming over to my place
sterling dinnerware and the china he
for dinner tonight. I kept telling him
what a great cook I am and finally
had inherited from his mother. He
had agonized over the menu, and had
persuaded him.
"He‘s coming to your apart—
considered both French and Italian
ment?"
cuisine before finally settling on
Frank nodded in the affirmative.
steak, which would. be more to
"That‘s great, but, again, don‘t
Johnny‘s liking. He turned down the
get your hopes up. He‘s straight."
lights, checked his hair and makeup
"Next month, he‘ll be back on the
in the mirror, and sprayed himself
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with Obsession.
When Frank opened the door,
Johnny was there leaning on a cane.
He wore a navy blue blazer, tan
slacks, and a red figured tie.
"Patrolman DeBerry reporting,
Ma‘am. How may I serve you?"
Both grinned as Johnny entered
the apartment. Frank opened the
door wide, then closed it behind
Johnny.
"This sure is a swell place,"
Johnny said, looking around.
Frank poured two glasses of
champagne and handed one to
Johnny.
"Come see the view of the city
from my patio," Frank said, leading
the way. "It‘s just great!"
"Wonderful!" Johnny said, sur—
vey ing the city, which was lit up and
laid out like a psychedelic carpet
before him.
"You look wonderful," Frank
said. "This is the first time I‘ve seen
you in anything but a uniform or a
hospital gown. You clean up rather
well."
They went back inside.
"Sit down now while I put on
some music," Frank said, refilling
the thampagne glasses. "How‘s
Johnny Junior? Just say the word,
and I‘ll get busy on that custody case
again. I stashed it on a back burner
while you were in the hospital, of
course."
+
Then Frank brought steaks and
crisp salads from the nearby kitchen.
"This looks great, Frankie. It‘s
been a long time since I‘ve had any—
thing but hospital food. Do you re—
alize, I‘ll soon be back to my normal
routine — ha! — living on Wendy‘s
hamburgers and Fluffy—Fresh
doughnuts." Johnny smiled broadly.
"Thanks for inviting me."
For a while, the two ate silently,
straining for small talk. Frank filled
their glasses again and again.
"I‘m so glad you came. I didn‘t
think you ever would, and it means
so much to me." Then, for reasons
unknown even to Frank himself, he
began to cry.
"Hey, what‘s the matter?"
Johnny said.
"I‘m sorry. I promised myself I
wouldn‘t do this, but your returning
to work has had me so worried.
You‘ll soon be back on the beat..."
Streaks of black mascara furrowed
Frank‘s cheeks as the tears flowed.
He left the room to get some tissues,
and returned blotting his face. "For—
give me. It‘s just that I love you so...
I can‘t help myself."
Johnny rose and put an arm
around Frank. "That‘s okay, Frankie.
I care about you, too, but I‘m not
Gay. I want to marry again and have
more children. I‘ve always wanted
a little girl."
"Hey, I‘ve been thinking about
having the sex change. I have my
trust fund and some money saved. I
can afford it now. Then we could
See More Life and Death on page 30
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Firebrand Gay Activist
Shakes Up Movement
She Helped
By Kim I. Mills
Associated Press Writer

siders because many are involved
openly in society and government;
outsiders because most still hide in

tive Gay movement has emerged,
something Vaid finds troubling be—
cause she sees its adherents as intol—
érant of different views.

"I am proud to be a progressive
person but that doesn‘t mean I have
to negate the value of Gay conser—
vatives," she said. "And I resent very

Lead

deeply and get very angry at their
dismissal of anybody who disagrees
with them. They‘re not the only rel—
evant voices."

WASHINGTON (AP) — When
fear of a heterosexual majority that
it comes to the causes she believes
continues to view them as immoral,
in, Urvashi Vaid likes to provoke.
criminal and even sick.
In 1990, she repeatedly heckled
"I am clear that the mainstream
President Bush as he gave his first
civil rights strategy is not the end
major speech on AIDS. Waving a
point of a Gay and Lesbian move—
sign that read, "Talk is cheap, AIDS
ment for me," she said. "The end
funding is not," she was thrown out
point is achieving a society in which
— but unrepentant.
homosexuality is seen as morally,
Two years later, she was arrested
culturally, in every way equivalent
with six other feminist leaders for to heterosexuality — and that‘s
go—
chaining themselves to the White
ing to be a process that takes us be—
House fence to protest Bush and a
yond civil rights and into some kind
Supreme Court decision upholding
of social transformation."
some restrictions on abortion.
Vaid thinks social change move—
She has marched on the high
ments in America have become too
court, the De—
single—issue—
partment of
oriented, with
Health and Hu—
Excerpt: "I have often ex—
the women‘s
pressed romanticized and ideal—
man Services,
movement, for
the streets of
ized notions of how our
example, frac—
‘difference," our "otherness," or
Washington |
turing
into
our ‘outsiderness‘ makes Gay and
and elsewhere,
groups work—
Lesbian people potentially sub—
in support of
ing
only
versive or somehow more com—
Gay
rights,
against vio—
passionate. Because I would like
more
AIDS
Your Party &
lence or only
to believe this, it pains me to ad—
funding and
for women‘s
w o men ‘s
mit the danger ofthese views. By
health.
Wedding Specialists
equality.
definition, homosexuals are dif—
"I‘m not
And now,
ferentfrom heterosexuals, but dif—
just focused
ference connotes no greater
she has written
on, ‘How are
All Christmas
a book intended
insight, moral integrity or supe—
we going to
riority, just as it connotes no lesser
to provoke her
win the pas—
value. ... Being queer does not
fellow Lesbian
Arrangements
sage of the
and Gay activ—
necessarily make us bad, nor does
(Employment
it make us inherently "good.""
ists into refash—
Non—Discrimi—
ioning
their
&
nation Act) in
movement to make it broader,
this Congress,‘ " she said, referring
deeper, more progressive and, she
to a bill that would makeit illegal to
Holiday Scents
hopes, more successful.
fire someone based on sexual orien—
Virtual
Equality:
The * tation. "It‘s an excellent piece of leg—
Mainstreaming of Gay & Lesbian
islation but until we change the
‘/, OFF
Liberation is a polemic on a move—
public attitudes, it‘s not going to
ment she helped shape and lead in
pass."
the 1980s and early 1990s, first as
Roses — $19* Dz
In her book, Vaid calls for form—
media spokeswoman and later as the
ing a new network of local, state and
executive director of the National
national organizations, patterned af—
Cash & Carry
Gay and Lesbian Task Force in
ter the conservative Christian Coa—
Washington.
lition— archenemy of the Gay rights
"The answers to our long—term
movement — but progressive in its
Poinsettias
— $159 & U
survival lie in building up Lesbian
politics. And when Vaid says "pro—
p
and Gay political power, building
gressive," she‘s talking about sup—
ourselves up as an electoral constitu—
port not just for Gay rights but for
Fresh Christmas
ency," she said in an interview.
women‘s rights and for an end to
"They lie in doing that kind of one—
racism.
Greens $9 a Bunch
on—one education that we do when—
"We have to come together, ei—
ever we come out of the closet. They
ther in the form of an electoral orga—
lie in being out in our families and
nization or a candidacy by
,/),;v//
I iB yor z
p
0&1“
in working to defuse myths about us
somebody," she said. "It was the
tw “JO‘ ») Chon
FACS
L2
(«J
that are present in the culture."
candidacy of Pat Robertson, after all,
46
1y205a Mitr
Vaid left Washington in Decem—
which launched the Christian Coa—
2%=
"rorNy fuks (
ber
©1992
and
moved.
to
lition. It was a brilliant strategy to
ceaNt
e>
byPad~ WP
o
\|
LSF ie
Provincetown, Mass., to live with
create a national political organiza—
Ss
—
////
|
her partner, comedian Kate Clinton,
tion that way."
exult>>>
and reflect on her almost seven years
Vaid said she has seen significant
at the task force. The result was this changes in the Gay rights movement
book, which she calls "a critique of in the two years it took her to write
a movement that is very much in
the book: The visibility of Gays and
process and in progress."
Lesbians in the media and popular
Vaid‘s central thesis is that the
culture has increased, and the na—
current Gay movement is content
tional Gay organizations — the task
with achieving what she calls "vir—
force and the Human Rights Cam—
tual equality" —a state in which Gay
paign Fund — are bigger and under
and Lesbian people are simulta—
new leadership.
neously. insiders and outsiders. In—
And, she said, a new—conserva— —
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Call 726—GAYS

E
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Gay and Lesbian Switchboard Celebrates 20th Year
service dispensingbasic "Where‘s the those 20 years, the coordinator had to diate dismissal. Somehow, it isdiscov—
With the founding of ATEAC
by Vincent Astor
bar?"information and additional refer— forwardand disconnect from his home ered every time. Safety precautions (now Friends For Life) in 1985, the
TJN Staff Writer
ralsofmedicalprofessionalswhowere (it just happened always to be a he) such as call forwarding (which, in ad— one Switchboard became officially
Gay/Lesbiansupportive. Educationof and listened to the phone ring a lot dition, makes it superlatively conve— Gay and AIDS, and received some fi—
It began in the summer of 1976
when noonewasconnectedto answer. nient to be a volunteer) and the use of nancial assistance from ATEAC. The
"with a front page story in Gaiety thecommunityat large andsupportfor
Gay and Lesbian people were held to An answering machine came along first namesonly helpto avoid unlucky number of AIDS—related calls in—
newspaper. It has continued through
only many years later and until 1995 incidents. There is no record of any creased and the log sheets were retired
many metamorphoses and many ups bejust as important as dispensing in—
formationandvolunteersweretrained served only to prove that the Switch— Switchboard volunteer ever having as AIDS became the numberone topic
and downs to remain the oldest and
board did exist and was staffed in the been endangered by volunteering.
ofconversation. It served this purpose
one of the most credible Gay/Les— to that end. Twenty years ago there
evening.
Most of the counseling is of the until a separate AIDS hotline was es—
bian services in the Mid—South and were fewer options for social interac—
Many founding guidelines are still "soft shoulder" variety. Callers have tablished.
tion—several bars, a Metropolitan
in Tennessee. It is one ofthe few Gay
Community Church, some private practiced by volunteers. The informa— been known to call a volunteer regu— The maintenance and staffingofthe
or Lesbian organizations which
tion dispensed is kept as objective as larlyjust to sort things out. Some later . Switchboard always remained one of
comes with instant, universal recog— clubs and social clubs. Memphis was
succeeded not only in coming out, but the highest priorities of the Memphis
nition. The Memphis Gay (and Les— justbeginningtoawakentotheideaof possible. Personal opinions are kept to
Gay Pride or Gay Liberation. Local a minimum, particularly as the num— becoming active in community af— Gay Coalition. Members took respon—
bian) Switchboard.
ber of bars and social outlets has in— fairs—even the Switchboard itself. sibility for the answering machine,
The plans were announced in the battles had been fought and won but
fear was something more than just a creased through the years. The True crisis situations are rare. Many staffing and financial support. The
June issue of Gaiety, Memphis‘ first
Switchboard has always striven to be callers may just be blue or depressed number has changed twice due to re—
memory.
(but short—lived) Gay/Lesbian news—
Thecounselingsideofthe Switch— fair, Volunteerstake pride in the many andalittlewhilespent talkingto asym— location of the base phone, to 324—
paper. The Memphis Chapter of the
board was very important in the eyes optionsat theirfingertips. Atonepoint, pathetic Gay or Lesbian ear was the GAYS (324—4297 or FAG—GAYS) in
National Organization for Women
prescription they needed.
1988 and to its present number 728—
saw the need for such a service and of everyone involved. It still is. For the response was, "There are 10 bars,
do you have a specific one in mind?"
The Switchboard has always been GAYS (728—4297) in 1990. With the
its Sexuality and Lesbianism Task many callers, even today, that first,
hesitant, anonymous phone call was Usually, these days, there is more than successful but volunteers fluctuated. It disbanding of the Coalition in 1991,
Force coordinator, Pat Dunbar, did
one referral for many types of bar.
survived the disbanding of the task rather than reverting to a separate en—
~ the original organizing. It is one of their very first contact with a person
The inside back page ofthe TJN is force which founded it due to a dwin— tity, it became a service of the Mem—
the humerous ironies of that decade whom the caller knew was Gay or
Lesbian and, moreover,was notafraid the most constantly updated important dling numberofdedicated individuals phis Gay and Lesbian Community
that the Gay Switchboard was orga—
piece of Switchboard resource mate— who quietly took on more nights. By Center. It, as the Center has, also be—
nized by Lesbians and other women todiscussit. Crisis situationsweredis—
rial. Volunteers have a more detailed January of 1980, it was taken over by came officially Gay andLesbian.
and the word Lesbian was not offi— cussed and other helpline numbers
description of many of the Resources the MemphisGay Coalition. Stillover—
were available.
The MGLCC has been home to the
cially added until 1990.
To preserve privacy and insure which includes some medical refer— seen by individuals in their homes, a Switchboard base station since 1990.
The first staffers, male and female,
safetyforthevolunteers,acall forward— ences not in the paper. These resources log sheet of calls was kept and filed, During that time it has been among the
were trained by Pat O‘Shaughnessy,
ing system was instituted. Each vol— have included 900 numbers and escort and the service continued. 3,800 calls highest priorities of the Center, shar—
director of Help Now. Kevin Toney
unteer was connected via call services (as they both come and go) were logged in 1981, 4,350 in 1982. ing its answering machine and some
was the first coordinator and the first
but have never included phone sex. Channel 24 aired a public service an— ofits volunteers. The Centeralso shares
custodian of the physical phone. The forwarding and could answer the
Switchboard at home. The dedicated The credibility of the institution itself nouncement in 1983 which increased its501 (c) (3) tax—deductible statuswith
first calls were answered on June 25
keeper of the base station took an ad— is too important and too precious to be calls by underage Gays and Lesbians. the Switchboard.
during Pride Week. (The actual news—
ditional night when anothervolunteer jeopardized. As former volunteers That same year, the first Gay/Lesbian
A PIN number system has enabled
paper account reads July but the ref—
have found out to their chagrin and money forAIDS education in the area volunteers to connect and disconnect
erence to Pride Week leads me to wasunavailable. Fund—raiserskept Ma
Bell paid and volunteers, hundreds of disappointment, meetingsomebody by was raised. The brochures purchased themselves which has relieved the co—
believe this is an error.)
themthroughoutthepast20years, kept way of the phone seldom fulfills ex— with that money became part of the ordinator ofthat responsibility. Due to
The number to call was 726—
GAYY (726—4299), hours were 7 p.m.
the service alive.
pectations. Discovery that a volunteer Switchboard required informationand the efforts of the late Charles Butler
to 1 a.m., seven days a week. It was
Call forwarding at that time was has been engaging in phone sex over AIDS—related calls became increas— and a grant from American Express
described as an information/referral
very new and basic. For about 15 of the Switchboard is grounds for imme— ingly frequent.
Company, the Switchboard began 24—
hour recorded service in 1995. Volun—
teers still staff the Switchboard seven
@
~@
Guesthouse
days a week during evening hours (and
occasionally during daytime hours) but
and Hotel
it is answered at other times by a voice
mailbox system with a very compre—
Miami Beach/South Beach
hensive
listing ofthose questions most
Jacuzzi, Nude Sunbathing
asked of volunteers. "Where are the
Complimentary
bars?" still ranks number one. New
Continental Breakfast
Memphis Gay & Lesbian
I gLIOUSE
volunteers are always needed and eter—
Close to Gay Nude Beaches and nally welcome. Regular training ses—
Community Center
sionsarescheduled through the Center.
Exciting Nightlife
by recording and volunteers
1486 Madison Avenue
|
(800) 382—2422 (305) 864—2422 the Both
Memphis Gay and Lesbian Switch—
R& board remains among the most impor—
tant services available to the Memphis
7:00 PM, Saturday, December 9
E
and Mid—South community. It will re—
Coffeehouse featuring live voice and guitar music _|
main that wonderful link between a
ATUDZL
|
from The Straight/Gay Alliance at Rhodes College.
I
stranger and a friendly community or
between a lost Gay or Lesbian soul and
Coming Soon
Also "Open Microphone" Poetry Readings.
|
a caring Gay or Lesbian voice.
Come and share your own poetry.
Catalog & Calendars
"Hello! Switchboard. May I help
you?"
(Allow 3 — 5 Weeks for Delivery)
This month‘s column is dedicated
Fantasy Fashion Shows
to
those
who consistently hosted and
7:00 PM, Saturday, December 16
Exotic MaleEntertainment
forwardedtheSwitchboardduringthe
MGLCC business meeting and elections
past 20 years: Kevin Toney, Jerry
Stripper Grams
Matthews, BillJohnson, Ric Sullivan,
to fill two vacant board positions;
Cecil McLeod, Allen Cook and John
Hot to Go—2 to 5 Models Avallable
immediately followed by
Stilwell. And to the late Charles But—
Holiday Season Potluck Supper Social.
For Information Call (901) 276—4225
ler.
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HIV Weight Loss Leads to
Earlier AIDS Death
properly does not
By Dale Hopper
stopSimply
weighteating
loss, and research into
Associated Press Writer
othertherapiesare inconclusive,said
Grunfeld,professorofmedicine
BALTIMORE (AP) — Main— CarlUniversity
of California in San
taining body weight may be a cru— atFrancisco.
cial factor to people with AIDS Research has been done on the
living longer, according to a new effectof severeweight loss in AIDS
study done by researchers at Johns victims
but this is the first time the
Hopkins University.
effect
ofweight
has been stud—
People with AIDS can live six ied early in the loss
progression
months longerifthey maintain their
Palenicek said. of the
weight before symptoms ofthe dis— disease,
because people
ease appear, the researchers said. have"It‘snotimportant
to the fact that
"Weight lossremainedasignifi— weight losstunedis ain key
cantpredictor,"saidJohnPalenicek, Grunfeld said. "We needindicator,"
to follow
the lead author of the study spon— weight like we follow lymphocyte
sored
by
the
National
Institutes
of
count."
Health.
TheHopkinsstudybegan in 1984 usesWhenapersonhasHIV,thebody
and other tissue for en—
withabout5,000men knownto have ergy muscle
of fat,
said.
HIV, the virus suspected ofcausing Currentinstead
treatments Grunfeld
for HIV and
AIDS. They have been tracked ev— AIDS weight
ery six months with questionnaires and add fat butlossstimulateappetite
not stop the loss
and physical examinations at four ofother tissue, hedosaid.
sites around the United States.
Serono Laboratories in Norwell,
Subjects with cancer or stomach Mass.,
has a growth hormone under
problems that caused weight loss priorityreviewbytheFoodandDrug
were not included in theobservation
thatcould return the
study. Race, age, education and use Administration
metabolism of HIV and AIDS vic—
of AIDS medication were factored timsto
normal. Serostim, madefrom
in before calculating the effect of mammalian
is already avail—
weight loss on life expectancy. able under a cells,
treatment pro—
Sincethestudystarted, 962ofthe gram allowedspecial
the FDA.
men have been diagnosed with The growthbyhormone
is already
AIDS; 773 ofthem have died.
used
to
treat
children
outside
The median survival time for United States and is also being there—
AIDSpatientsin thestudywasabout viewedforthatpurposeby
the FDA,
a year with the disease after losing said GinaCella, aspokeswoman
for
at least 10 pounds in 9 monthsor 10 Serono.
percentofbody
weightovera longer Researchers at Hopkins are re—
period
before diagnosis.
cruiting HIV—positive men for two
Thosewho kepttheirweightcon— studies
to test the effect oftestoster—
stant lived about 18 months after one injections
on weight loss.
beingdiagnosedwithAIDS, accord—
research will test unsubstan—
ingtothestudy published this month tiatedThereports
steroids help men
in TheJournalofAcquiredImmune with AIDS gainthatweight.
Deficiency Syndromes and Human
Retrovirology.
Study: Thalidomide Heals
Mouth Ulcers in PWAs
WASHINGTON (AP)—Thali—
164 patients, will continue,
domide, the tranquilizer banned enroll
however.
Now,everypatientwill get
worldwide for causing severe birth thalidomideto
heal themouth ulcers.
defects, heals the severe mouth ul— Once that happens,
some will con—
cers that plague AIDS patients, the tinue taking it and others
will get a
National Institutes of Health an— placebo to see if thalidomide
also
nounced Oct. 31. f
keeps
the
ulcers
from
recurring.
The NIH found thalidomide
birthdefects
worked so well that it has stopped in atThalidomidecaused
least
12,000
babies
giving a placebo toAIDS patients tries before it was bannedin 48in coun—
1962.
enrolled
in
a
30—hospital
trial
ofthe
It
never
was
sold
in
the
United
drug.
States, because the Food and Drug
Early trial results showed 14 of Administrationcaughtitsrisksearly.
23 patientswhogotthalidomidehad But today, thalidomide is being
theirulcersheal, comparedwithonly studied
anew as a treatment for cer—
one
of
22
patients
who
took
a
pla—
tain
illnesses,
particularly infections
cebo.
thatafflictAIDSpatients.
The chairman of the study was women who participate inHowever,
Dr. Jeffrey Jacobson of the Bronx proved trials, including theFDA—ap—
ulcer
Veteran Affairs Medical Centerand study, must agree not to become
the Mt. Sinai School ofMedicine in pregnant while taking thalidomide,
New York.
and toundergofrequentpregnancy
_.
The trial, which eventually will tests.
~*

FDA Names Ora I Ganciclovir First
Prevention for AIDS Blindness
WASHINGTON (AP) — AIDS symptoms early enough to save a risk.Symptoms can include distorted
patients now have the first drugthat patient‘ssight,
so routineeyeexams vision, blind spots and seeing float—
may prevent instead ofjust treat an often are recommended
for those at ing dark spots.
infectionthatfrequentlyblindsthem.
The Food and Drug Administra—
tion last month approved the use of
oral ganciclovir, sold in capsules
underthenameCytovene,toprevent
cytomegalovirus,orCMV, retinitis.
SUSAN
CMV infects most of the popu—
lation, and usually is harmless in
MACKENZIE
healthy people. Buttheinfectioncan
Attorney At Law
blindpeoplewhose immunesystems
are
under
attack
by
the
AIDS
virus
HIV.
Between 25 percent and 40 per—
cent of HIV patients get CMV
retinitis, which can be treated with
Suite 2518
the drugs gancicloviror foscarnet.
Manufacturer Hoffmann—La
100 N. Main Street
Rochestudied 725 HIVpatientsand
Memphis, Tennessee 38103
concluded that Cytovene lowered
theriskofdevelopingCMVretinitis
901—526—0809
by 49 percent. In addition, CMV
rarely developed resistance to 3
grams a day of Cytovene during an
average of 10 months of treatment,
the company said.
But Cytovene can cause serious
side effects, including anemia and You‘re Welcome at Neshoba
reduced white blood count.
Ifyou‘re having trouble finding value in the creeds
CMVretinitisisan inflammation
andc
ommandments oftraditional religion, Neshoba
of the retina, but it may not cause
Unitarian Universali
st Church may be the place for
you. We critically exam
ine the issues of our lives
"< MGLCC
times.
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International Massage
Association Member
377—7701
By Appointment
Tuesday — Friday
Specializing in
Services
Standard Relaxing Massage
Olympic/Sports Massage
Customized Gift Certificates
Neck & Low Back Pain
Outcalls to Area Homes & Hotels Corporate/On—Site
Massage
Some Discounts Available
Holistic Counseling
A Leading Provider of Therapeutic
Massage for the Mid—South Since 1987
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Vicarious Amusement
We confess. We just moved. We
— haven‘t been anywhere, hardly, or
done anything, hardly, but move to
a new job anda larger and more
commodious faerie castle. We hope
, our Cinderella years are now behind
us and we may continue on with life
in the manner to which we are be—
coming accustomed. Howevah! The
absence of ouah presence at major
events may be quicklyremedied by
the telephone and the lack of a lot of
large, glitzy goings on allows us to
provide a little time and space to
smaller corners of our community.
This Leads
Very Nicely Into...
The return of our gayla annual
Open House. We will be réceiving
all of our friends, old and new, and
friends—to—be on Sunday, Dec. 3,
from one—ish until we get an offer
we cannot in good conscience
refuse. Nibbles will be plentiful but
one‘s own choice of spirits should
be brought along. Our new number
is our old number (725—1698) and a
phone call will get you directions.
We can say generally that we are
very easy to find in the absolute heart
of Cooper—Young. Depending on
which way one has come to be ac—
quainted with us, it could be the
Coffee Hour of Your Dreams, the
1995 remake of The Boys in the
Band or a Trash the Memphis Arts
Community All—Whine Fest. Then
again, one may just attend and
watch. Yall come!
Cozy Corner
Department
We are putting out an All—Points—
Bulletin to locate the whereabouts
of Sheba, the mascot, guard beast
and local celebrity of Nikita‘s. She

not G

e

is a 6—year—old white German Shep—
herd who is a splendid guard dog but
had a lot of close friends. It seems
one of these decided to have her to
visit for a spell and she was discov—
Church Chat
ered missing early in November
(with due credit to Rev. Cheryl
from the bar. Her replacement does
Cornish)
not have quite the personality nor the
A short article elsewhere elabo—
following (nor is it such a good
rates on the newest Gay/Lesbian—
shuffleboard player) and Shirley will
founded worshipping community
be grateful for any information
Living Word Christian Church led
which will lead to Sheba‘s return.
by pastor J. Kyle Dearen. We will
The Sunshine Lounge welcomed
only note here that fundamental to
Kaye Earwood this fall as a new
this church‘s purpose is "meeting the
business partner. Adopted relatives
needs of the people—all people." It
are always welcome but her joining was founded during August of this
in puts Sunshine completely back in
year and over the past three months
the family. GOCS (Gays Off Cleve—
has given $1,475 to needy individu—
land St.) is already planning the an—
als and some organizations. Fifteen
nual Memorial Day jaunt to New
Thanksgiving baskets containing
Orleans and has already raised the
meats and many other good things
funds for necessaries like buses and
were sent to Friends For Life.
hotels. The stories of these trips are
The World AIDS Day Com—
endless and legendary but you will
memoration will take place at
have to go over to the bar and have Temple Israel this year. Music by the
one of the members tell them (which
Memphis Civic Orchestra, the First
any are delighted to do). Fancy
Congregational Handbell Choir,
Goodman sold chances on a doll by
Project Motion, the Roxie Gunter
Scottie (of Dutch and Scottie or of Singers and many others will help
Dolls and Bears, take your pick) at
make this interfaith service a mile—
their annual Thanksgiving Day fes—
stone in AIDS awareness in Mem—
tivities and the donations went to
phis. Participants overflowed First
benefit MGLCC.
Congregational two years ago, made
Which leads us to a big ole . a fine showing at Mississippi Bou—
whoops. We thought all along that
levard Christian Church last year and
will have a unique opportunity to
the Switchboard was founded in
1975, the same year Gaiety news—
worship with Jewish brothers and
paper was founded. We researched . sisters this time. It will begin at 7:30
an article, written by ourselves, mind
p.m. on Thursday, Nov. 30. World
you, and noted that the Switchboard
AIDS Day itself is always the first
was founded in 1976! Ergo, we can
of December but the regular Friday
celebrate its 20th anniversary all
evening service at Temple Israel
over again!
could not be changed. This does not
Madame President of GHOUN
really make a difference because by
(Germantown Housewives of Uni—
Jewish reckoning Dec. 1 will have
form Naugahyde) sent us a tasteful
begun at sunset on the 30th.
self portrait on a postcard from the
If one happens to be in Nashville
on
the
weekend of Dec. 1, 2, 3, one
Vespa Va—
may
see
a regional display of the
pors Run in
NAMES
Project AIDS Memorial
paris
Key West.
Quilt at the State Museum. We have
We don‘t
heard no plans for another Memphis
know if a
display but we have heard a call al—
Vespa‘s va—
ready out for volunteers to unfoldthe
por makes
entire mammoth Quilt in Washing—
one high or
ton
DC next fall around election
if the Ger—
time.
We‘ve done this once before
m a n to w n
and
"immense"
falls short of de—
Housewives
scribing what it is like. The stillness
always have
in the midst of the Quilt is also like
the vapours,
being
in the largest sacred space a
we can‘t be
human
can imagine.
sure. We are

art
in
context
1737 madison

tary airline ticket must have gotten
lost in the mail. We tender moder—
ate regrets that we, due to these cir—
cumstances, unfortunately could not
attend.

avenue + 901—274—3736

certain that
we will find
out sooner or
later.
We
have already
been chas—
tised for not
being there
to cover the
run but we
must assume
that our free
registration,
VLP run
packet and
complimen—

silent auction, live music, cash bar
and reception. The Diamond State
Rodeo Association staffed the cash
bar.
Short Conversation
Sam Graves (for the umpteenth
time): "Is my name in the
paper?"
Lady
A.:
"Yes, dammit,
it is!!!!!"
(As we
a l w ay s
sa y=,
so m e —
times,
that‘ s
w h a t
g o o d
faeries are
for—to grant
wishes.)

Beverly Hills informs us that
dates for both the next Miss South—
ern Elegance pageant and Miss Gay
Tennessee have been firmed up for
next year. Gary Salles has plans for
the revival of Miss Gay Memphis to
take place close to Pride celebra—
tions.
The

Runaround
The Lambda
Men‘s Chorus,
led by new di—
Fe—ct:o—r
Charles
Clark, will
hold its an—
nual Christ—
mas Concert
at Union Ave.
Methodist
Church (Union
and Cooper) on
Sunday, Dec. 17 at 7:30
p.m. with a reception to follow.
What Else?
J—Wag‘s will host the American
501‘s Beyond Tea III raised
Muscle Patrol Review on Monday,
$1,500 for the Adult Special Care
Dec. 4, and Trixie Thunderpussy
Clinic at the MED.
will host her annual TTP Awards
Aphrodite raised over $900 for
Show at midnight on Saturday, Dec.
the Trinity AIDS Hospice Endow—
9.
ment Fund at Amnesia.
The Belle Curves will return to
Congratulations to Alexis
Backstreet on Saturday, Dec. 16.
Spalding (a favorite of ours) who
The Pipeline will celebrate its an—
won the Queen of the Night title at
niversary on Dec. 1 which will be—
Amnesia. This was a benefit for
gin its 10th year of operation. On that
Aloysius Home which was orga—
same subject, Brothers and Sisters
nized by the Amnesia Haze softball
Bowling League is well into its 10th
team and raised right at $500. Our
season of play.
f gape‘ mie"
psychic sources tell us that Allison
Friends of the Pipeline will hol
Tate, another dear sister and first al—
a Christmas Eve Eve cocktail party
ternate in the pageant, will be seen
at 11 p.m. on the 23rd. The regular
on Sundays at a new venue soon.
buffet on the 24th will not be regu—
Congratulations to Ida Claire
lar at all but something very special
(Jimbo Tidwell), the new Miss Mess
for Christmas Eve.
Memphis.
Mr. and Miss Bluff City will be
Congratulations to Miss Bitch for
chosen at Club Xscape on Dec. 17
putting up with all that goes into
and celebrity entertainer C‘zanne
being at Crossroads for one year. She
will perform of Dec. 16.
is even celebrating this anniversary
MGLCC‘s Coffeehouse on Sat—
on Dec. 16. Or maybe the congratu— _
urday, Dec. 9, will feature live en—
lations should go to everyone else
tertainment. A business meeting will
for putting up with her.
precede the December Potluck on
Congratulations to James
Saturday the 16th.
Courvoisier and LaPortia Sanchez,
Polly Darton returns to Amnesia
Mr. and Miss Club Xscape.
on Saturday, Dec. 2 and Rip Stone
Finally, congratulations to Miss
will perform on Friday, Dec. 22.
Alfulla Denihal, the new Lambda
Storm Front returns Friday, Dec. 29.
Center Raccoon Queen. We missed
The 2nd annual Miss 501 Pag—
that standing—room—only pageant
eant will be held at 501/505 on Sun—
held in the foyer of Holy Trinity but
day, Dec. 10.
we understand that Miss Denihal‘s
Make your plans, also, for Christ—
«portrayal of an airline stewardess
mas celebrations at your favorite
‘ was flawless.
watering hole. Many locations will
High Hats, etc., raised over
serve food on Christmas Day just
$25,000 for Friends For Life. We
And From West of
like Thanksgiving so ask what time
attended for the first time in several
(don‘t ask moi, we just can‘t keep
Town....
years and had avery enjoyable time.
up).
We understand that the Officers
Cleverness does win out over glam—
Club in Little Rock sponsored a
our sometimes, who, with all the
"Sign Up for Life" benefit which
Final Round
sequins, etc. splattered all over the
raised over $5,000 for the Ryan
room, would have guessed that a
Happy Holidays, whatever and
White Arkansas AIDS services or—
bunch of sheep farmers would win
however many they be. And don‘t
ganization. This included a live and
the award.
forget, holidays are about people—
sometimes family, sometimes
spouses, sometimes friends and ac—
FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
quaintances. Don‘t put off getting in
United Church of Christ 234 S.Watkins 278—6786
touch, we all have learned that life
might just indeed be too short.
An Open and Affirmin
Congregation.
Sunday School

:30
AM
Worship 8:30 & 11 AM

Ta, ta.
Lady A.
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More Life and
Death
Continued from page 20
—

adopt a little girl. It‘s been done before." Frank
tried to control his tears. "I love you."
"You‘d do that for me? I‘ve heard it‘s very
painful." Johnny wiped Frank‘s tears with a
handkerchief from his jacket pocket. Then he
bent over and kissed Frank on the lips.
Shocked by his own actions, Johnny jumped
back, picked up his cane, and started for the
door.
"Don‘t go!" Frank pleaded.
"I‘m sorry, Frankie. That shouldn‘t have
happened. Thanks for the nice dinner." Johnny
went out the door and did not look back.
Weeping, Frank stood with his fingertips
on his mouth.
se oke oke oe ike

DUI

Divorce

—

Personal

Injury

Unable to sleep, Orlena Howard tossed in
bed. She glanced at the small bejeweled clock
on the night stand and saw it was 2:15 in the
morning. A crazy ideawas forming in her mind
about getting up and trying to find a cigarette
— maybe in an old purse. She had given up
smoking when her cancer was diagnosed. The
phone rang. She knew instinctively it was
Claudia and something was wrong. "Hello,"
she said, willing her voice to be calm.

Automobile

Accidents

"Mother, I‘m leaking fluid... some blood.
I‘m scared I‘m losing the baby. Mike had to
go to California because..."
"You‘re alone!" Fear made breathing dif—
ficult, but when she spoke again, Orlena‘s
voice sounded calm and in control. "Call
David and Gordon. Theyll bring you to the
hospital here in town. I‘ll call Leonard and
have him meet us there."
"He won‘t come. You know how he feels
about this pregnancy."
"He‘ll come. Call David. Do it now!"
Orlena hung up and dialed Dr. Brady‘s
home phone. He answered on the second ring
sounding completely awake. "Hello. This is
Dr. Brady."
"It‘s me. Claudia called... thinks she may
be miscarry ing. Mike‘s out of town, and I told
her to get a neighbor to bring her to the hospi—
tal here. I want you to meet us in the Emer—
gency Room."
"Orlena, you know how I feel about this.
I‘ll call Dr. Hodges, and actually, house staff
will be there to handle the situation."
"I don‘t want Hodges or staff. I want you.
This is our grandchild we‘re talking about,
Leonard!" Orlena‘s voice grew loud and shrill.
"Get dressed and get down there. We must
both be there when Claudia arrives. I know
you‘re not used to taking orders, especially
from a female, but I‘m tellingyou to be there!"
To be continued...
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Continued from page 1
treatments on half of them three weeks later.
treated animals — not even the ones exposed
At age 6 months, those four animals are healthy
for 24 hours — is infected with SIV and none
and have little SIV in their blood, while the
"G
has experienced any side effects.
other four quickly sickened and three died.
The 10 monkeys that didn‘t get PMPA
shots became infected.
The findings were "too good to believe,"
Protest
Tsai said. Yet researchers did test after test
that confirmed the results.
Continued from page 8
"It‘s definitely an exciting finding," said
Norbert Bischofberger of Gilead Sciences Inc.,
was proposed last spring. In September, the
which manufactures PMPA. "But what this
Colorado Springs—based Focus on the Family
ultimately means to AIDS patients in the clinic
urged its members to protest the plan.
remains to be seen."
"The poster‘s intent is clear: it is meant to
Gilead hopes to begin testing PMPA in
promote same—sex romance among teens,"
people next year.
James Dobson, president of the conservative
Whether PMPA could help already infected
media organization, wrote in a letter to mem—
people is a more difficult question. Few drugs
bers.
have proved effective, zipping into infected
But Denver school officials said they felt
cells to fight HIV a little while and then leak— * an obligation to youths struggling with their
ing back out. PMPA appears to stay inside cells © sexual identity. Superintendent Irv Moskowitz
longer, meaning it might fight HIV longer,
said two former students who are Gay told him
Bischofberger said.
last year of "the horrors and degradation" they
The first evidence of PMPA‘s effect on the
and others faced mostly in silence and alone
already infected was unveiled last week at a
in high school.
scientific meeting in California, Science re—
John Leslie, the district‘s director of stu—
ported. California researchers infected new—
dent services, said the posters would help stu—
born monkeys with SIV and began PMPA
dents reluctant to talk to counselors.

Restaurant Review
by Mule
Apparently those little postal
gremlins sidelined our culinary ob—
servations last month as they were
re—delivered to us at our desk on
the exact same day that TJN hit the
stands. We may have. to break
down and actually purchase a fax
machine.
.Zinnie‘s East has been a land—
mark in midtown to many a dis—
cerning and open—minded diner.
After last year‘s Pride Parade they
issued the statement to the Com—
mercial Appeal... "All our patrons
receive the same quality of service,
whether Gay, straight or extrater—
restrial." ‘Nuff said.
On our first visit, we requested
a table on the little porch overlook—
ing Madison Ave. where one can
enjoy a fine meal, a real cocktail
and watch all the diversity of the
city pass by.
Zinnie‘s sports a pretty exten—
sive menu and the Bloody Marys

are absolutely superb. I asked for a
celery stick and was rewarded with
a whole saucer full in about 15 sec—
onds. The service was sharp and
quick. I tried the potato skins which
were better than average, loaded
with cheese, real bacon and real
sour cream. They arrived at our
table steaming hot and were a
much better appetizer than the on—
ion rings my pal ordered which
were too standard and tasteless for
the price. The Overton Park Pasta
(a vegetarian delight) was tasty
enough‘ to make us give up meat
for a week! Noodles swimming in
a rich sauce, several sauteed veg—
gies, a beautiful salad and some
very hot dinner bread rounded this
meal out to perfection!
The club sandwich (Madison
Ave. Club) was pretty standard and
nothing to ooh and ahh over but
still hit the spot and went well with
a good dark imported beer.
Our second visit put us in the
dimly lit noisy interior of the place.
Quite a few patrons were already

showing the effects of the happy
hour at the very crowded bar, while
Steely Dan crooned jazzily in the
background.
My guest ordered the nachos
which were quite disappointing
with very little meat and cheese and
entirely too much salsa. I tried the
reuben which proved to be a huge
sandwich, really messy, and abso—
lutely yummy (sort of like the
trucker from Fort Smith I met in
the men‘s room). The fries were a
bit standard, but hot and fresh—
not greasy at all. The coffee cup
never ran dry and our waiter was
once again efficient and friendly.
We shall return, as Zinnie‘s East
definitely gives one one‘s money‘s
worth without being judgemental
about one‘s lifestyle.
Zinnie‘s East: 1817 Madison
Dress: Please wear clothes.
Ambiance: Midtown in
microcosm.
We Recommend: Appetizer
combo, Reuben, Bloody
Marys, Pasta.

MEMPHIS PRIDE
Meets DEC. 2
11 am
MGLCC
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THE GAY ALTERNATIVE
FM 90
MONDAY EVENINGS 6:00 PM — 7:00 PM
P.O. BOX 41779 MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38104
(901) 528—1990

Castro‘s Gay Community Celebrates Hallo
ween
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
uncomfortable, but it‘s cool to have
the death of the event. But they nixed
They came in everything from cat
people recognize me," said 25—year—
the plan at the last minute because
suits to Jack—In—The—Box costumes,
old Jamie Kazacos of Berkeley,
they wanted to project positive en—
in glittering drag and in next to noth—
dressed as Jack of the Jack—In—The
ergy.
ing, to say good—bye to a San Fran—
Box fastfood chain. "It was kind of
Instead, Patty Mae came as "the
cisco tradition — Halloween in the ‘a pain, but it was worth it."
pumpkin lady" with teased orange
Castro.
Police reported 79 arrests. Most
hair and a bouncy black mini dress
Police estimated that about
were for public drunkenness, al—
accented with a pattern ofjack—o—lan—
250,000 people — revelers and
though four were felonies, down
terns.
gawkers — crowded into the heart
from 15 last year. Those included
"I saw this on TV in Europe,"
of the city‘s Gay community Hal—
one burglary, three assaults and four said Karl Pleskot, 44, formerly of
loween night for what may be the
misdemeanors, police Cmdr. Den—
Prague, Czechoslovakia. Now living
last street bash honoring witches,
nis Martel said.
in Oakland, he couldn‘t resist a trip
goblins and things that go bump in
Last year, there were 53 arrests,
across San Francisco Bay to see the
the night.
mostly for public drunkenness and
spectacle — live. He wasn‘t disap—
Some 300 police officers and 170 brawling. They detained 100 others
pointed.
security guards — and a $2 admis—
and confiscated several weapons.
Satoko Morimoto, 26, a student
sion fee — helped ensure a peaceful
Although the night air was still
from Japan, oohed and aahed with a
farewell to the event, which organiz—
damp from light showers earlier in
friend at the dazzling costumes.
_
ers say has grown too big for its the day and the party was more sub—
"It was my first time to see Hal—
bustier.
dued this year, the crowd looked
loween," she said. "And in Japan, we
"Every year, we‘ve had 200,000
don‘t have anything like Castro
happy.
to 500,000 people here. It‘s a small
A man who called himself Patty
Street. The Gay community is not
neighborhood. It can‘t absorb that.
Mae said he and his friends planned
acknowledged."
The density of people makes the
to dress as dead people in honor of
potential for problemsjust too high,"
organizer Lester Olmsted—Rose said.
"Everything‘s gone well and
Parker House
that‘s great," he added. "We‘ll take
that spirit to the new location next
Bed and
year. This has become more than a
small street party, and we need to
put that growth elsewhere."
The block party that draws drag
queens and hordes of onlookers each
year to the intersection of Castro and
Market streets probably will move
indoors because neighbors and mer—
chants complain crowds leave be—
hind a devil of a mess.
But that didn‘t put much of a
damper on those who dressed up to
celebrate.
"I think (the costume) is tall and

Breakfast
Tennessee River / Pickwick / Shiloh

Experience A Weekend In the Country
Southern Cooking/ Southern Hospitality
Complimentary Wine with Dinner
Reservations
Mon—Thurs (901) 278—5844
Fri — Sat (901) 687—3456
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rSpiritual Resources in the
Memphis
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Calvary Episcopal Church — 525—6602
Connection Center — 761—3435
First Congregational Church — 278—6786
Holy Trinity Community Church— 726—9443
Living Word Christian Church —276—8161—
Memphis Friends Meeting—323—3196
Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church—756—5433 —
Prescott Memorial Baptist Chuch — 327—8479
f
Safe Harbor MCC — 272—9637
St. John‘s United Methodist Church — 7264104
St. Therese Catholic Church — 276—1412
Unitarian Church ofthe River — 526—8631
Unity Church (Kirby Road) — 753—0831
— Space donatedas apublicservice bythe Triangle JournalNews
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Doom Generation: A Vision of Life on the Fringes
By Joe McDonald
friendJordan.Theygoonthelam their own dark and twisted way, selves on screen.
the movie speaks to them in a way
Associated
Press Writer with
a seductive drifter named are very innocent and naive, be— "At the screenings we had so that
most other movies don‘t," he
Xavier,
played
by
Johnathan
cause
they
dovery
muchclingto
far, I‘ve had these kids, like these says.
NEW YORK (AP) — Push— Schaech, after he kills a conve— this notion offinding love in this 13—year—old girls, come up to me "The Doom Generation is for
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Louganis

Learns Importance

of Self—Esteem
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP)
— Greg Louganis said his long
uphill struggle to accept his ho—
mosexuality and his life with
‘the AIDS virus is over.
"It‘s been a long, hard road,
but I can stand here and say
proudly I‘m Greg Louganis,
I‘m Gay, and I‘m living with
HIV," he told a gathering in
Ann Arbor, Mich.

Lougams double—gold med—
alist in the 1984 and 1988
Olympics, made public last
year that he has HIV, six years
after he tested positive for the
virus.
He was outcast as a child be—
cause of a speech impediment
and dyslexia, he said. He en—
dured, and finally escaped, an

abusive relationship.
And it was only during an in—.
terview with Barbara Walters,
while promoting his book
Breaking the Surface, that he
learned to appreciate his own
dives.
"That was the first time in
my life that I saw beautiful
dives and gave myself credit for
beautiful dives. I cried,"
Louganis said.
Louganis said his problems
have helped him understand
that self—esteem is key for all
young people.
The main thing I‘ve been
telling people is that if you love
yourself, then you have to pro—
tect yourself and who you‘re
with," he said.
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He acknowledged that many
people believe that sports and
homosexuality "are not exactly
supposed to mix."
"I guess I proved that
wrong," he said.
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of my gross income generated by members
and friends of the Gay & Lesbian
Community will be donated to local
AIDS service organizations.

C+

Phone: (901) 276—8800
Home: (901) 276—2521
2220 Union Avenue
Memphis, TN. 38104
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Call The 200 number to respond to ads, browse unlisted ads, or retrieve messages. Only $1.99 per minute. 18+.
C/S: 415—281—3183
CHATTANOOGA WELL ROUNDED:
GWM, 26, professional, 510", 185,
green/blue eyes, hairy, varied interests, non
smoker, drug free, seeks others, 25—35, well
built and fit, for fun, travel and more. Please
leave a message. #18436
CLARKSVILLE TENNESSEE TWISTERS:
GWM, mature, average build, seeks other
GM‘s or Bi males, aggressive and dominant,
for friendship and more. Please leave a
message. #18085
CLARKSVILLE MASCULINE ONLY: GWM,
30, 160, seeks GWM into outdoors and
more. No fem‘s or fat‘s. Please leave a
message. Must be masculine, straight
appearing and acting. #20823
COOKEVILLE DO YOU KNOW YOUR
GENDER?: Bi WM, 25, seeks male, female
or couple, for friendship first then possibly
more. Please be sincere and honest. Please
leave a message. #221279
KNOXVILLE KNOXVILLE KUTIE: GWM,
21, attractive and intelligent, varied interests,
seeks others for friends and more. Please
leave a message. #18120
KNOXVILLE BUDDY BONDING: GWM,
34, 61", 205, brown hair, hazel eyes, seeks
local guys, masculine and sports minded, for
friendship and more. Please call! #18989
KNOXVILLE BOY FOR BOY: GWM, 58",
125, brown hair, green eyes, 20, college
student, varied interests, seeks others for
friendship and more. Please leave a
message. #20915
MURFREESBORO NAUGHTY IN
NASHVILLE: GWM, 23, 511,145, brown
hair, green eyes, variety of interests, seeks
others, 25—30, masculine, attractive and
aggressive, local preferred, for friendship
and more. Please leave a message. 242489
MURFREESBORO ANY PORT WILL DO:
GWM, varied interests, romantic, seeks
others, 18—28, for friendship, fun and much
more. Please leave a message. #19297
NASHVILLE THIS IS BRAD: GWM, 27.
5‘10", brown hair, blue eyes, 155, varied
interests, seeks others for friendship and
possibly more. Please leave a message.
#18193
NASHVILLE LET ME TREAT YOU RIGHT!
GWM, 30 something, brown hair and eyes,
"beard, 6‘, 180, seeks working class GWM‘s
for friendship and fun. Please leave a
message. #19001
NASHVILLE WANNA PLAY DOCTOR?:
GWM, 6‘, 185, brown hair and eyes, beard,
home owner, registered nurse, seeks working
class man with a dominant attitude. Please
leave a message. #20701
NASHVILLE LET‘S TEACH EACH OTHER:
GWM, 6‘1", blonde hair, green eyes, 150,
swimmer‘s build, inexperienced, seeks same
for fun and friendship. Please leave a
message. #20998
SMYRNA TENNESSEE FUN TIMES:
GWM, 511", 165, brown hair and eyes,
‘stached, seeks others for friendship and
more. Must be drug/disease free. Please
leave a message. #19043

FOR

YOUR

Gallatin GOOD TIME MEN: GBM, 26,
5‘6" 132, varied interests, seeks same for
friendship and more. Please leave a
message. #16802

150, and under 6‘, for relationship and
friendship. Please leave a message. #213891
NASHVILLE NIGHTS: GWM, 26, 6‘1",
210, seeks friends in the local area. Please
leave me a message. #14097

Knoxville THIS IS RICHARD: Bi WM, seeks
other Bi WM‘s or straight white males for
friendship and more. Please leave a
message. #16393

FUN IN THE SUN: GWM, 6‘2", blonde
hair, blue eyes, seeks other GM‘s for fun.
Please leave a message. #13080

Knoxville NO FOOLIN‘ AROUND:
GWM, 57", blue eyes, brown hair, ‘stache,
good looking, varied interests, seeks others,
29—A0, well established and masculine, into
one on one relationship only! Please leave a
message. #16465

Nashville STRAIGHT BI DAY: Mike, 32,
reg. bi guy, iso other reg. guys, educated
aind discreet iso same for encounters during
the day— 29424

Memphis TEXAS TRANSPLANT: GLM,
32, 59", 175, new to area, bottom, varied
interests, seeks dominant men under 35 for
one on one relationship. Please leave a
message. #16906

Nashville AM I THE ONE?: John, 18,
5‘11, blonde/blue, like guys fun
spontaneous, like to spend time with me, and
someone not always real busy, and looking
for someone 18—20, high self esteem, and
single— #9430

Memphis MEMPHIS VARIETY: GWM, 28,
511", 160, good looking and good shape,
medium shape, varied interests, seeks others
for fun, friendship and more. Please leave a
message. #17259

Madison LONESOME: Rick, GWM, 44, Ikg
for other males in the area, Ikg for a rel, with
a GM, younger 30s or 40s, like to go out to
eat, movies, someone to talk to, and have a
good time, maybe more— #9686

Murphreesboro TALK TO ME!: GWM,
20, 57", 205, blonde hair, blue eyes, lots
of varied interests, outgoing, seeks others,
18—25, for friendship and more with
similar qualities. Please leave a message.
#17007
Nashville HUNKY HUNGER: GWM, 32,
good looking, seeks well endw‘d men for fun
and pleasure. Please leave me a message.
#16588

COMING IN FOR A LANDING: GWM,
6‘, 175, brown hair and eyes, top, seeks a
very experienced bottom for good times.
Leave a message. #12711
GOOD OLE‘ BOY: GWM, 6‘1", 210, 44,
blonde hair, blue
ey s, into camping,
sporting events and other things, seeks a red—
neck buddy for adventure and pleasure.
Please leave a message soon. #12961
HUNKY AND HEAVY: GWM, bearded,
middle—aged, masculine top, seeks GWM,
18—50, chunky and husky a plus. Please
leave a message. #214109

Nashville SALT AND PEPPER: GBM, 36,
professional, varied interests, 6‘2", 210,
seeks GWM, 26—35, masculine and
attractive, for friendship and more. Please
leave a message. #216756

ELVIS IS DEAD, I‘M NOT: GWM, 40,
seeks friends for dinner and other
entertainment. Please leave a message.
#13021

Nashville LONELY HEART: GWM, 200,
26, varied interests, seeks a special person
for my life. Please leave a message. #17047

BUDDY WANTED: GWM, 26, seeks
friends and someone special. Please leave a
message. #13146

Nashville IVORY HUNTER: GBM, 40,
seeks passive and submissive GWM, 35—50,
for pleasure and discrete encounters. Please
leave a message. #17181

MASCULINE MEATING: GWM, 35, very
masculine, good looking, seeks other GWM‘s
into sports, outdoor activities, and general
fun.. No bar flies please. #13188

«Nashville FRIENDS FIRST: GWM, 35, into
working out, movies and reading, seeks
others, masculine preferred, for friendship
first then possibly more. Please leave me a
message. #17209

GROUP GROPE: GWM, 36, masculine
and attractive, seeks masculine and discreet
GWM‘s, couples or groups a plus, for
entertainment and excitement. 1.can travel or
entertain. Please leave a message. #13260

Nashville THIS IS HARRISON: GWM, 26,
59", 210, seeks other guys, 20—30, for
friendship and more. Must be disease/drug
free. Let me make you feel special. Please
leave a message. #17225

BLACK IS BACK: GBM, 21, college
student, clean cut and shaven, 59", 185,
seeks other GM‘s, 18—24, for pleasure. No
drugs/alcohol. Please leave a message.
#13310

Nashville I ENJOY LIFE: GWM, 29, varied
interests, HIV+, seeks same for fun and more.
Please leave a message. #17718

BOY TOY WANTED: GWM, very
dominant and aggressive, seeks a masculine
and muscular boy for a serious relationship.
Attitude is everything and limits respected.
Must be serious and extremely passive.
Leave a message. #37008

Tennessee GOOD TIMES ALL
AROUND: GWM, 5¢10", brown hair,
green eyes, good build, seeks others for
friendship and good times. Please leave a
message. #16805
Tennessee MIDDLE EASTERN MADNESS:
GWM, 23, 59", 150, seeks Middle Eastern
males, India referred, for friendship and
more. Please leave a message. #23090

FREE
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CALL

LONELY IN TENNESSEE: GWM. 510",
160, seeks friends and relationship. Please
leave a message. #13477
NAUGHTY IN NASHVILLE: GWM, 26,
6‘, 160, excellent shape, seeks
GAM/GWM/GHM, 18—30, smooth, under

1—800—546—6366.

Nashville ADVENTURE: Young GWM
looking for same for quiet evenings. Am very
attractive who needs aggressiveness and
gentleness. Call me. #29714
fit, muscular, masculing CWMs greer 5 for
fun and excitement #9936

Nashville ANDRE: GBM says Life‘s Too
Short to miss out on the fun. Leave me a
message if you‘re between 19—25 and let‘s
meet. #10020
Knoxville BIG BOY: GWM male wants to
meet mature and discreet GWM between 18—
30 for discreet encounters. #10060
Cleveland LONG HAIR: GWM seeks local
dudes 19—25 for friendship and more. Leave
me a message. #10212
Nashville LONELY?: GBM looking to take
your loneliness away. Let‘s talk #10253
Madison LTR NEEDED: GBM looking for
other GM who want to enjoy the finer «_
things in life besides bars. Please call me:
#10401
Nashville COUPLE: GWM couple looking
for a "Little Brother". If interested, please
leave us a message. #10412
Nashville CIHOCOLATE LOVER: 26;

Nashville CUB SANDWICH: GWM, 145,
57", 29, furry, brown hair, blue eyes,
‘stache, very attractive, looking for real
people who have no barriers with age, race,
money or any other problem. HIV+ preferred.
Leave a message. #10871
Bristol UNDERCOVERS: GWM, 32, furry,
body builder, blonde hair, blue eyes, seeking
GWM 18—38 for fantasy fulfillment. Photo
exchange a plus. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Please leave a message. #10999
Nashville STUD NEXT DOOR: GWM, 25,
Vanderbilt student, brown hair, hazel eyes,
military looks, straight acting, seeking buffed
military/jock looking GWM 20—30 for
friendship/relationship. Whatever happens,
Happens! CALL ME, #211059
Camden CUSTOMER SERVICE: GWM,
6‘1", blonde hair, brown eyes, seeks GWM
under 40 for pleasure and adventure. Please
leave a message and I will contact you as
soon as | can. Satisfaction guaranteed.
#11099
Nashville MEET NEW FRIENDS: Scott, 32,
bind/blue, 185, just moved back to the area,
25—35 int in friendship, race not impt, give
me a call— thanks! # 7355
Bristol PEOPLE PERSON: Eddy, 5‘4, 319
brn/brn, peopleperson, hiking camping._.”J formecas

fishing and computers, looking for someone
in the area to talk, to give me a call— = 7424
Nashville CUDDLE WITH ME: Harrison,
26, looking for someone to hold and cuddle
with, give me a call—= 7512

Nashville 25 GWM, want to meet 30—45
athletic, interested in whatever happens— # 7612
Nashville SOFTBALL PLAYER: Chris, int
in alot of things, softball for one of the
bars, like to meet 30—45, give me call— #
7613
Nashville LET‘S GET DOWN! John, 6‘,
bind/blue, good shape, iso someone to have
fun with, not really Ikg for a rel, just wanna
get down! Iv a message # 7651

BWM, attractive, seeking a discreet/disease
free, aggressive Black Bi Male for evening
and weekend interludes. Discreteness a
MUST! Let‘s get together soon for some fun.
#10513
Clarksville ON GOLDEN BLONDE:
GWM, 29 yrs old, slim, blonde hair, blue
eyes, not picky, seeking GBM/GWM for
friendship, outings, and hopefully more.
Please leave a message for instant rep|y.

AREYOU MAN

#10599
Memphis GREASE IS THE WORD: BWM,
30, attractive, not into bars/drugs, very
discreet, looking for other BWM‘s in the
area. Interested in having alot of fun with the
right person(s). Leave me a message.
#10549
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CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non—.
commercialads FREE. Limit of30 words
_ (includingaddress orphonenumber) and
a $2.00 charge for the use of our P.O.
Box. Pleasespecify ifyou wantto use our
P.O. Box. Commercial ads are charged
at the rate of 20¢ per word, $3.00
* minimum. Phonenumbersandzip codes
are free. Deadline for ads is the 15th of
each month. Send to Triangle Journal
News, Box 11485 Memphis, TN 38111—
0485. Classifieds must be submitted in
writing and must include your name and
a telephone number where you can be
reached to verify the ad. If you would
likeacopyoftheissueyouradappears
in, pleasesend$1.00 to coverpostage.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!!! TIN
announcements and classifieds will not
automatically be re—run. Announcements
andclassifieds mustbere—submittedeach
month, in writing, bythe 15thofthe month.
Alliance X—mas party. If you got an
invitation, use it, You won‘t be sorry.
Bro & BREAKFAST
Bed & Breakfast—A Victorian home
furnished with antiques offers
accommodations to men and women.
Homeis locatedinsmall Tennessee River
town near Pickwick—Shiloh. Gourmet
country dinner with complimentary wine.
Area activities include: boating, walking
trails, antique shops, auctions. Your hosts
are available to assist with planning local
activities. Reservations: Mon—Thurs. (901)
278—5844, Fri—Sun (901) 687—3456.
Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5 wooded acres
of privacy inafunvacationarea. Exclusive
resortfor men & women. Hottub. Country

club privileges. Greenwood Hollow Ridge,
Rt4, Box 155, Eureka Springs, AR72632

Need a strong pair of hands. Full—body, hot
oil massage. (901) 452—9199.
YOU DESERVE THE BEST
Califomia trained, certified bodyworker
offering therapeuticandsports massage.
1"/, hours, by appointment, outcall only.
Personalized gift certificates available.
Craig 10 a.m. — 10 p.m. (901) 278—9768.
MopgLs
All—American boy—next—door available for
massage and/or modeling services. Very
attractive, masculine, swimmer, 6‘, 175#,
will help you release stress and tension.
Genuinelyniceguywithnoattitude. Calland

available 24 hrs./day. Call for 1 guy or 2
guysatonceforaspecial rate. Call 1—800—
340—5737. Also hiring for 2 positions. Call
now!
PERSONALS
BiBM, 28, 62", 175#, seeks black college
studs, 18—23, whoplaybasketball,football,
run track or lift weights for some boy—to—
boy fun. Send phone/photo to: Andre,
P.0.B. 20983, N.Y.C., 10129—0009.
Bookstores, parks, truck stops, the back
seat—anywhere but bars. Slim, GWM,
36, not ugly, not GQ, regular guy sks
others for intense, no—strings—attached
goodtimes. Stevie: (901) 354—9348.
No sissies, dopers, prisoners, or

(501) 253—5283.
The Arbour Glen Bed & Breakfast-Clrca
1896. Locatedon EurekaSprings Historic
District loop close to downtown shops &
restaurants. Completely renovated for
comfort but still maintaining its old world
charm, elegance& romance. Picturesque
tree—covered hollow. The Arbour Gien,
#7 Lema, Eureka Springs, AR 72632,
(501) 253—9010.
EMPLOYMENT
Part—time help needed—great
commission, sales, fun workfor outgoing
male/female. Call "StephanieStunning"
at 501 Club: 274—8655.
§%°t%_ppﬂg& Zﬁdle‘I/azasolease. Go ahead—
FoR SALE

ForSale—IntimeforX—mas! Basketball
goalforsmall children, battery—operated W

kiddiecar,willowfurniture—Greatdeals!
Call Steve at: (901) 358—2089 or (901)
274—8655,
INTRODUCTIONS
HIV+ Singles Publication, safe and
confidential. Free copy, 36—word personal
ad, voice mail, and mail forwarding! Local
and nationwide! All life—styles. Gay, HIV+
owned and operated. Write: Interpoz+
Magazine, 564 Mission St., Box 415, San
Francisco, CA 94105, or call 1—800—820—
2948.
Massage Services
Aromatherapy started thousands of years
agobytheEgyptians, Romans, andGreeks.
Today | use essential oils in a rubdown that
istruly relaxing. In calls and outcalls. Call for
information: Beeper #223:6066.

»
number, 901—537—6772, anytime.
Cigar Smoking Biker and my nationwide
buddies get down—n—dirty from coast to
coast. FromTLCtoraunch, all callers 18+
are welcome. 1—818—837—1859 24hrs.
Hot , tan, attractive 38—year—old. A man‘s
man. Well—built, hairy chest, 511", 175#,
all—around nice guy available for sensual
massageormodelingservices. Calltoday
toset upyoursessionwith Rae: 901—489—
8869. Out only. Available for travel.
Male models for runway/photo work for
clothing catalog. No experience
necessary. Call for appointment: 276—
4225.
MemphisMaleEscorts. Young, hotguys

C3
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independent,wel—raveled,classy, butdown
to—earth, well—groomed, healthy, athletic,
open—minded, and versatile. I amand want
Gay, feminine, romantic, sensitive,
compassionate, decent, sociably—active,
mature, any age over 22, and any race.
Especialy OnentalSpanish Mexican Lain,

Greek, E. Indian, American Indian, exotic
islanders, etc. Friend and lover, equal
relationship supporting each other‘s goals.
Ladies write: Mermaid, P.O. Box 3452,
Memphis, TN 38173—0452.
Pitin. Feliz navidad, un mas tiempo.
Esteban
Ready for relationship: GWM, 35, 59",
150#, BR, GR, great bottom, kinky
sometimes, smk, drink. Looking for in—
shape top, 25—40 for fun, maybe more.
Cha—ching—When‘syourbook How When I was a kid I couldn‘t wait to leave
To Pick Up Men Anywhere— the farm; would give anything to return
Anytime due out? That hateful pet now! No fats, fems, druggies, or
Yankee of yours needs a vacation and a unemployed. Race, Bi, married
unimportant. J.B. (901) 358—2089.
six—pack! Love—Mule.
GWM, 36, 210#, 63", BL/BL, conservative, Small Endowed? Short in stature? Like us?
decent, educated, fun—loving. ISO GWM, 100sofguysnationwide,21—80s. SASE: PO
25+withsamequalitiesforfriendshiporwho Box 610294, Bayside, NY 11361—0294.
knows. Prefer non—smoker and loves life. Veryattractive and hotGWM, 24, with
WriteDept. C—11, POBox 11485, Memphis, great looks/body seeks another hot
~ GWM, 18—28 only! Nice guy with no
TN 38111—0485. _
GMin resortseeking mate/assistant.Age/ attitude seeks same. Attractive guys
raceunimportant. Brain, attitude are. Can only, please. Call Eric at (901) 758—
train/help relocate. Information/questions. 4168.
RoomMaATE
Fred, P.O. Box 641, Eureka Springs, AR
72632 or (501) 253—3557 or FAX (501) Room to rent. Large midtown home w/
253—9831.
security system, housepmlegesmble
Mixed GF, non—role playergwearllpsmk
earrings, eye shadow), si ingle, petite
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the Mid—
South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Commumty Newspaper. For
Yourself or for a friend.
—
Buy a Subscription to

12 Issues for $15 mailed First Class,
discreetly, so you don‘t have to wait for
the news.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
PHONE

STATE _____ ZIP
Mail to: Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
s
Memphis, TN 38111—0485
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You were chosen by God
to be who you are —
gay, Lesbian or
heterosexual.
The expression of
your sexuality is a gift from
God in making and
building of relationships.
INTEGRITY is a family
of Gays, Lesbians and
their friends within the
Episcopal Church.
INTEGRITY is a place to
find community and
support.
INTEGRITY offers
opportunities for growth,
prayer, friendship and
understanding.
INTEGRITY meets every
third Tuesday of the
month at Calvary

Episcopal Chur ", Memphis.
For more information, call
Calvary Episcopal Church

Meetings at
w
Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
1488 Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 276—7379
Phoenix (Alcoholics Anonymous) All Meetings Open
Sunday
8:00 pm Discussion
Monday
8:00 pm Discussion (Smoke Free)
Tuesday
8:00 pm Twelve Step Study
Wednesday 8:00pm Big Book Study
Friday
._ 10:00pm Discussion
Saturday _ 8:00pm Discussion
(Last Sunday of month is birthday night with speaker.)
j
Into The Light (Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
7:00pm Discussion (Open)
Thursday
12 Noon Discussion (Open)
Sunday
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Thursday)
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous) .
8:00pm Discussion (Open)
Friday
Simply a Meeting (Alcohohcs Anonymous)

5:30pm Discussion (Open)
Monday
Wednesday 5:30pm Discussion (Open)
Open Heart (Al—Anon)
Tuesday
6:00pm Discussion (Open)
5:30 pm Discussion (Open)
Thursday
(Business meeting 3rd Tues. of the mohth, Birthdays last Tues.)
Freely Speaking (All 12—Step Programs)
9:00 pm Discussion (Open)
Thursday
Living Today (HIV/Terminal IlIness Support)
6:30 pm Discussion (Open)
Fnday
*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization formed for
. the promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—Step meetings with a
special outreach to the Gay and Lesbian community. Business
meetings are on the last Wednesday of the month2;6:30 pm.

at 525—6602.
J k Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal New)
"E&Temmm rome grammy sig aa sale
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The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is
printed as a public service, and its listings
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requestedto be listed, buthave
not been charged. Allphone numbers are
area code 901 unless otherwise noted.
(*Indicates TVNdistribution points.)

Blue Spruce, Lakeland 38002 # 387—

Triangle Journal News: Monthly
newspaper published by Printers Ink *
Women‘s leather org. Box 1034,
Ave. #274—8103. —
Box
11485, Memphis, 38111—0485 #
AIDS Service
1450 Poplar,
Collierville, TN 38027—1034 # 853—0347.
Park East Florist: 6005 Park # 761—2980.
454—1411.
Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or #272—
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club + Box 41082,
Sweetpeas: 665 Madison r 523—8635.
0855.
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Memphis 38174—1082.
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
Antique Warehouse: 2563 Summer #
, Gay and Lesbian American Indians:
U of
Students for Bisexual, Gay &
rt Photography: Call 12—7 + Jackie/
Information a 725—4898.
323—0600.
Lesbian Awareness (BGALA): BGALA
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Nadine # 366—7920.
Gays Off Cleveland Street (GOCS): Social
Dabbles
Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper = 725—
c/o
Office
of
Greek
Affairs
Box
100,
U
of
Airport Bookmart*: 2214 Brooks Rd E. #
Bonehead Creative: 1271 Poplar, Ste
Group + c/o Sunshine Lounge, 1379
0521.
M 38152.
345—0657.
103, Memphis 38104 #276—2101.
Lamar # 272—9843.
Dolls & Bears: Doll Shop 3263 N Watkins
WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO
Cherokee Adult Book Store*: 2947 Lamar
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7
#
Gays Rejoicing & Affirmed in a Catholic
# 357—8600.
Box 1203, 3566 Walker, Memphis 38111
a 744—7494.
278—5002.
Kyla J. Dillard, DVM: Housecall Veteri—
Environment (GRACE): Support group
# 678—3339.
>
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North
lt'sDonel:Typing,mrdprooessing/prinﬁng
for Catholics & their friends» Meets every
narian, Memphis Area # (901) 465—
Wings: Social Club + Box 41784, Memphis
White Station a 683—9649.
¥
service—resumés. ‘thesis, manuscripts,
Thurs. with Liturgy 2nd & 4th Thurs.
2699.
For emergency care call # (901)
38174—1784.
we
Getwell Book Mart®: 1275 Getwell # 454—
etc. # 795—4308.
Information: # 725—5237. John.
533—5084.
7765.
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
JRP Specialties: Photo business cards & E.M.1. (Erotic Male Imagery):
Girth & Mirth of Tennessee: Statewide
Photo Sets
Paris Adult Entertainment Center*: 2432
Bear Trappers BBS: Serving Nashville &
distinctive nature photography + Joe
men‘s social group for larger men & their
* 940 Royal St #307, New Orleans, LA
surrounding area # (615)360—2837.
Summer # 323—2665.
Pfeiffer = 272—1207.
admirers « P.O. Box 40773, Memphis,
70116 or PO Box 40691, Memphis, TN
DDT BBS: Gay owned & operated,
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd #
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454—
38174—0773 # 354—0155.
38174
# 320—7723.
discussion oriented, 14,400 baud #853—
396—9050.
1411.
Holy Trinity Community Church*:
David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration &
1308.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd # 744—
RK
Photo: Full color post cards # 452—
Worship Service: Sun. 11 am & 7 pm;
appliance repair # 274—7011.
4513
Second Wind BBS: Memphis, Adult
2766.
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
Bible study: Wed. 7 pm; 1559 Madison #
Tammir‘s #4: 5937 Summer Ave. # 373—
bulletin computer modem speeds to
See—S:
Portraits
& photography = 327—
726—9443.
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
5760.
16,8000 BPS # 276—8027.
3760
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
Second # 525—5302.
The Personals: Gay computer bulletin
That‘s Certainly Graphics: Resumés, ad Gypsy‘s Vintage Fashions
BARS RESTAURANTS
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,
and
board
»
300
or
1200
baud
#
274—6713.
campaigns
,
letterhead, etc. #761—2980.
Alternative Restaurant & Lounge: 553
Antiques: 2018 Court, (In the Mid—Town
6:45pm, $4; Meeting
Calvary
COUNSELING SERVICES
So Cooper # 725—7922.
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd # 525—
Flea Market).
KerrelArd, BSW: Personal growth, spintual Affirmation: # (708) 733—9590.
Amnesia*: 2866 Poplar # 454—1366.
6602
Have BarWill Travel: Bartending forprivate
Apartment Club*: 343 Madison = 525— Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Memphis
counseling, alternative healing # 725— AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
functions » LisaGray (The Peabody Hote!)
4898.
9491.
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: = 1—800—285—
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
a 726—5910.
Autumn Street Pub®*: 1349 Autumn Lambda Men‘s Chorus: 1698 Belvedere Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union # 726—
7431 (24 hr. help & information for Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
1284.
# 274—8010.
Lesbians, Gays, transvestites &
Ct., Memphis 38104 # 278—1190 (Aaron
meditation classes # 682—0855.
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, BCSAC: Group &
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street # 276—
Foster).
transexuals).
Kings Interior Painting: # 745—3300.
Individual Therapy # 458—7164.
5522.
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: # 1—800— Lavender Earth*: 852 S. Cooper, # 272—
Living Word Christian Church: Worship
Club 501/505*: 111 N. Claybrook # 274—
2853.
Service Sun. 10 am, Wed. 7 pm » 340
347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—
8655
11:45pm.).
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales,
N Garland ## 276—8161.
Coffee Cellar®: 3573 Southem # 320—7853. Loving Arms (Support Partners for
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: #
service & repair, Heating & A/C. + 1447
Crossroads*: 102 N. Cleveland # 725—
HIV+ Mothers & Babies; "hold"
728—GAYS + 7:30—11pm.
National, # 327—6887, 327—7395.
8156.
LINC: # 725—8895.
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*:
babies at the Med): Shelia Tankersley,
David‘s*: 1474 Madison # 2784313.
Narcotics Anonymous: #—276—
Antiques, Art, Painted & Unusual
P.0. Box 3368, Memphis, TN 38173 #
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
LIVE.
725—6730.
Fumishings « 960 South Cooper # 725—
Nikita‘s Bar & Grill*: 2117 Peabody Ave Memphis Center for Reproductive
0049
Rape Crisis: # 528—2161.
# 272—1700.
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: # Not Quite Paris*: Art, Antiques, Furniture
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave #274—3550.®
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave. # 274— Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
274—7477.
R
* 1737 Madison = 274—3736.
9794.
Transvestite—Transexual National Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or
Center (MGLCC)*: 1486 Madison,
Pipeline*: 1382 Poplar z 726—5263.
Hotline: # (617) 899—2212 (8—2am,
Mailing Address: Box 41074, Memphis
house sitting bycompetent, caringcouple
Sunshine Lounge*: 1379 Lamar # 272—
Mon.—Sat.).
38174 a 726—5790.
x 726—6198.
9843.
3
Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis ##
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Sports
LEGAL SERVICES
The Edge*: 532 South Cooper
Association: c/o MGLCC, Box 41074
Business: 377—1075, Home 375—9584
ayne C. Gulledge, Attorney At
# 272—3036.
a 728—GAYS or 458—6023.
Sanders Facilities, Inc.: Catering & party
Law:
Rt.
1,
Box
255
A,
Senatobia,
WKRB in Memphis*: 1528 Madison Memphis Lambda Center*: Meeting
facility rental « Michael Sanders a 948—
MS 38668 x (601) 562—8738 or (901)
# 278—9321.
place for 12—step recovery programs ®
3998.
f
—
726—5281.
Western Steak House & Lounge: 1298
1488 Madison # 276—7379, 726—6293,
Star Search Video*: 1411 Poplar Ave #
TheHoglund
Law
Firmat
Memphis:
Madison # 725—9896.
527—1461, or 327—3676.
272—STAR.
«
165 Madison, Ste 1813, Memphis
X—scape*: 227 Monroe # 528—8344.
Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian,
The Bolo Bartender: Steve Wesson ©
38103 # 526—7526 (24 hrs).
Bisexual, & Transgendered Pride
2001 St. Elmo, Memphis 38127 # 358—
BOOKS & GIFTS
David Hooper, Attorney At Law:
Events » Box 3956, Memphis 38173 #
Meristem*: Feminist Book Store » 930 S.
«2089.
s
1870 Union Ave # 274—6824.
726—4867 or 276—5263, Dennis
Cooper # 276—0282.
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney AtLaw: Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
Kjowsksi.
$bian Community, 4646 Poplar #682—
100 N. Main, Ste 2518 # 526—0809.
CARPET CARE / CLEANING
Memphis TransGender Alliance: TV/TS
0.
Robert
Ross,
Attorney
SERVICES
At
Law:
100
Fully Alive! A center for personal
support group » c/o Barbara Jean Jasen,
Tropical Impressions: Pet Shop &
N.
Main,
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 7264211.
Ste
3310
#
525—0417,
enrichment. Susan Taranto, MPS& Carol
1436 Brett Drive, Memphis, TN 38127—
— Grooming Salon+3700S. Mendenhall #
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
Schlicksup, MA. Individual, couples & Kelly Stark, Attorney At Law: 44 N.
9136.
794—3047 or 365—9716.
Second,
# 745—3300.
Ste
600,
#
521—9996.
«
group therapy. # 323—2078 » Sliding fee
Jocelyn
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or Mid—South AIDS Mastery Group: David
D.
Wurzburg
,
Attorney
At Law:. — WhittingtonTree& LawnService: Sandra
scale,
Whitehead a 324—4865.
& Troy Whittington # 685—8410. Free
5118 Park , Ste 232, # 684—1332.
Residential, 24—hr. service, free estimates
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple &
Mid—South Men‘s Council: Box 11042,
estimate
Jason
s, 24 hr. service.
O.
Young,
# 327—6165.
Jr.:
147
Jefferso
n,
Ste
familycounseling, rebirthing #761—3435.
Memphis 38111—0042 # 278—0961.
806,
#
523—891
White Glove Services: Home or Office
2
REAL
ESTATE SERVICES
Patricia
Goshorn
,
M.Ed.: Licensed
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box 41822,
I 388—3781.
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney
MASSAGE SERVICES
Psychological Counselor + Simmons,
Memphis 38174—1822.
Developments: 194 Looney Ave. # 525—
COMMUNITY GROUPS
Kelman & Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Bodycare By Jordan: Deep tissue
National Organization for Women
3044.
massage, therapeutic touch and
A
P/Gay Liberation Movement: #
Rd, Ste 316 # 369—6050.
E
(NOW): Box 40982, Memphis 38174—
preparation for movement. By Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland
226—6523 Call for meeting place &
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist
0982 # 276—0282.
Realty: # 854—0455.
schedule.
appointment
only. z 527—2273,
*Centerpo
int,
5180
Park
Ave. Ste 150 #
New Beginnings (Adult Children of
Bodyrights: Therapeutic/sports massage Kris Pelts,AffiliateBroker, DeCaro Realty: .
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
767—1066.
Alcoholics): Memphis Lambda Center
5545 Murray Road Suite 100 #767—3100.
Memphis Lambda Center = 276—7379.
by appointment. # 377—7701.
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
a 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Steve
Solomon, Affiliate Broker, Sowell &
Jim
Brymer,
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis Parents & Friends ofLesbians And Gays
LMT:
Muscle
&
deep
Couple Counseling, # 761—9178.
tissue
Company: 54S. Cooper# 278—4380, Fax
therapy, reflexology, Swedish m
Lambda Center « 276—7379.
K. A. Moss, MS: Midtown Counseling
(P—FLAG): Box 172031, Memphis 38187—
—
2784390.
# 521—6044, pager: 391—3176.
Alliance: Leather/levi club + 4372 Kerwin
Service, 1835 Union, Ste. 101 # 726—
2031 # 761—1444.
I
Massage
by
Jim:
Dr., Memphis 38128.
#
Pager
541—0579.
TRIANGLE
JOURNAL
NEws
4586 » Sliding fee scale.
Phoenix AA Memphis Lambda Center
Aloysius Home, Inc.: 28 North Claybrook,
Northeast Mental Health Center: # 382— Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body
IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT THESE
454—1414,
massage by appointment. # 761—7977
Memphis 38104 « Mailing address: Box. Safe Harbor MCC: Rob Morgan # 272—
3880.
LOCATIONS
41679, Memphis 38174—1679 # 274—
or Beeper 575—1230.
Bookstar: 3402 Poplar
Joyce Schimenti, LCSW: Individual &
Ave. # 323—9032
1022
Craig von Graeler: Professional full body againaymm: 1705Poplar Ave. 726—
8321, Drag? Shaw. (aca) m
f
roup Counseling # 761—9178.
Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda
massage by appointment. Please call
American
Atheists
emphis:
Center = 276—7379 or 454—1414.
FINANCIAL SERVICES
10am—10pm a 278—9768.
Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397 Perkins
Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes,
Southern Country Memphis: Country
Black & White Men Together (BWMT):
Rd. Ext. « 683—9801. >
MEDIA
accounting, estateplanning 753—1413.
Westem Dance Club # 278—9321 or
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157
274—8655.
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax Gay Alternative: Radio program, Mon. MadisonAve. News &Tobacco, Co.: 1865
® 452—5894.
Madison # 726—5118.
6:00—7:00pm, WEVL—FM 90, Box41773,
Southern Sisters: Support group for
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave,Ste 305 #
Memphis and Shelby County Public
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:
Memphis 38174.
transexual women (male to female) #
458—0152.
3139 Choctaw Ave. # 323—3111.
@ 725—8800
Library: 1850
Recovery Times: Free monthly news—
728—4297, 7:30—11 pm for referral.
FLORISTS
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian Stonewall Mission Church: AProgressive
paperfocusing on addictions & recovery. Squash Blossom Market: 1720 Poplar #
Botanica:
937
S.
Cooper,
#274—5767, 1—
7254823
Square Dance Club « Meets Thurs., 7pm
Distributed in Memphis, Jackson, &
Christian Church « Sun. Service 6:30
800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
Prescott Memoria! BaptistChurch
Tobacco
Corner Newsroom: 669
3956 . .p.m,, meetsat the Center, 103 Berry Rd.,
Nashville
TN
=
(901)
377—7963.
............
Flamingo Flowers & Gifts: 3864 Macon
Rd S. =682—3326.
1567

Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/

Nashville, TN 37204 # (615) 269—3480.

Tennessee

Leather Tribe:

Men‘s

&

Road, Suite 2 # 452—0803.

Flower Market of Memphis: 1523 Union
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$25 Entry Fee
Call 274—8655for Entry Packet
f

,

X—mas Party

Call for Other

Specials:
~a
274—8655

Dec. 25th ___.... 111 North Claybrook
All the Party Animals
Regular Beer Bust

Show — Food — Party
All Day & Night
With Beer Specials

$

rx.
I,
_£4~

~‘

With
Added Beer Bust
Saturdays from 2pm — 6pm ‘y

dummy Christmas
fwm the £ﬁa/fof507/505 E

Happy New
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